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PRINCETONIANS IN CHICA0

Ruth Ladd Wins
Rotary Sponsored
Essay Contest

Moe Light Co.
Expects To Hire
150
p
_200 eople

tatas, Special Music And Parties Are Planned
Wanda Phelps Takes
The Several Princeton Churches Beginning This
Prize With The
Second
First
Four
Baptist
Choirs
To
Give Cantata
kend;
Third Prize Going To
eeton churches are corn. mas carols, and arranged by Ceplans for the annual cil Smith, director of music, at
Mary Louise Askew
s worship services and 7 p. on. Sunday, December 23 at
Ruth Ladd, 14 year old Butler
programs for the season the church, it is announced by
New Princeton Industry Will Utilize Space In
High School freshman, was acRev.
G.
conH.
and
M.
weekend
Hatter, pastor.
this
conessay
an
of
winner
claimed
The Kentucky Whip And Collar Company Plant;
through the following
The cantata will include, in adtest on "What My Community Whip And Collar Company To Continue Operating;
with special messages cen- dition to choral music, a solo, a
Needs", sponsored by the Princearound the nativity. Chor- mixed quartet, and a male trio,
ton Rotary Club in conjunction Moe Light, Inc., Is Reported To Be The World's
d instrumental music, dra- according to Mr. Virgil Smith,
with the Kentucky Chamber of Largest Producer Of Home Lighting Fixtures
readings, and sermons corn- director. The quartet will be
Commerce, Mark Cunningham,
Management of' Moe Light,
Moe Light, Inc., one of the
composed of Barbara Strong,
the Christmas schedule.
committee chairman, announced
country's foremost manufactur- Inc., has already announced plans
Joan Mitchell, Roswell Hooks,
CHRISTIAN
here this week.
ers' of home lighting, will locate for a preliminary survey of the
thirty -voice choir of the Billy Furgerson. Included in the
As winner of the Caldwell
in Princeton and will begin pro- labor market in the Princeton
Christian Church, under the trio will be Oliver Allcock, Edcounty contest Ruth received a
duction of fixtures early in 1952, area to ascertain the availability
on of K. V. Bryant, will ward Canter, and Leroy Hooks.
the
from
Farmbond
defense
$50
it was announced here Wednes- of office and factory help. Acr a cantata, "Song of the Mrs. Mary Gresham will be soloers and First National Banks of
cording to Kim Mae, son of one
day afternoon.
at 7 p. m. Sunday, ist. Mrs. Edward Canter will be
Princeton, and is eligible to comof the founders of the organizaindustry,
new
The
Princeton
23, it is announced by at the organ console and Mrs.
pete in the regional contest to be
tion and manager of the PrinceFrederick Giannini will accomexpected
eventually
is
to
which
George Filer.
adjudged later, Mr. Cunningham
ton plant, the company will repany
at
150
her
200
to
the
approximately
piano.
employ
cantata, states Rev. Filer,
said.
skilled, semi-skilled and
quire
the
in
will
space
people,
utilize
The
annual white gift obseron the traditional carol,
Judges, Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal,
Kentucky Whip and Collar Com- unskilled labor for its manufact Night" composed by vance will be held in connection
Guy Nichols, and Eugene Wilpany plant, an official of the new turing operation. There will be
with the prayer meeting at 7
Gruber in 1818.
liamson ascribed to Miss Ladd's industry said. However, the Ken- work available for both men and
iII be Gordon Lisan- p. m. on Wednesday, December
origessay, soundness of thought,
tucky Whip and Collar Company women, with some of the jobs
.,.: Mickey Cravens, so- 19. At this time the Melody and
inality, precision of form, and will continue its operations as us- available soon and others availGeorge Filer, alto; Brotherhood Choirs will sing, Mr.
correct and effectite grammati- ual, using a portion of the plant able as development of the plant
• Filer. tenor. Mrs. Ey- Smith saiid.
cal construction, to award her facilities, it was said.
progresses. Mr. Moe states that
v will be at the organ ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC
the first prize, Mr. Cunningham
the results of the survey will
High Mass will be said by
said.
partly determine the rate of plant
't gift service will be Father Richard Clements at 5
Ruth, who maintains an excepexpansion.
..; it 7 p m. Friday. De- a. in., and low mass will be said
tional scholastic record, appears,
In selecting the new Princeton
21. as a part of a special at 7 a. m. on December 25. Chilcitizens who regularly on the special honor
site, Moe Light, Inc., one official
Princeton
29
a
group
a
of
two
with
above
pictured
is
McNeill
Don
Toastmaster
for the church school. dren will sing in the 7 a. on. serat
A.
according
roll
Butler,
to
C
said, expands its already ertenBreakfast Club. Right is
juicide
travelled to Chicago to visit the International Live Stock Show and 1,0e
and departments will vices.
sive manufacturing facilities by
of Noah's Back-a-Duck, Horn, principal. In addition to
Dr. Bert L. Keeney, a dentist-farmer of "Toothacres" farm and owner
nclividual programs to NORTH SIDE'BAPTIST
her academic studies Ruth plays, Gene Sedberry Admitted some 70,000 square feet of space.
Glen E. Former, (center) the only man in the party who is not a farmer, but
33rd.
famous
of
son
; by a general assemunA Christmas Carol Service
in the beginning band under the
I Moe Light was founded over 26
on the show.
To Narcotic Hospital
,uditorium where the der the direction of the Training the town's dry cleaner. Both of the men were interviewed
supervision of K. V. Bryant.
years ago and has steadily grown
people will lead the Union Department, which will into its present position as the largRuth is the daughter of-Rev. I After Slashing Himself
—1
•tion in the singing of clude choral music, trios, quarand Mrs. W. B. Ladd of PrinceIn a second attempt at suicide est producer of home lighting
tets, and congregational singing Snake Braves December
ton Route 3.
within the last week, Gene Sed- fixtures in the United States.
PRESBYTERIAN
-Will be held at 7:30 p. m. Friday,
The parent plant, located at
Two others, of the 64 contest- berry, 23-year-old marijuana adi'hyd A. Loperfido will December 21, in the church audi- Weather At Fredonia
dict, was found unconscious with Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin, has in
ants,
Second
received
prizes.
reports
Parr
Mrs. Florence
reading, "The Man- torium, it is announced by Rev
prize of a $25 defense bond was his wrists and ankles badly the past several years added to
she thought her eyes were
-, Henry Van Dyke dur- Irvine L. Parrett, pastor.
its facilities to tho' point where it
by the McConnell Elec. slashed, here at about 12 p.
granted
e
u
S
Betty
Johnston,
tielyn
playing trwks on her las*
r services at the church
City and county sehools will
A trio composed of Wanda Cox,
to Wanda Phelps, Tuesday, Seriff Glover Lewis re- now occupies about 200,000 square
Company
tric
Ann
Willa
Kirkman,
Ann
Jones,
Friday afternoon when she
nrlucted on Sunday, De., Berbera Cox and Joyce Parrett
close at noon, Friday, December
15 year old Fredonia High School ports. Sedberry, confined in the feet of floor space and employs
looked out of a window of 21, for the Christmas holidays Lacy, Mary Ladd, Barbara Lane,
; at 4:00 p. m, Rev. will sing a carol, "The Birthday
junior. Third prize in the con- Caldwell county jail on charges about 650 people, primarily in
home and saw
resumed on Norma Lee Lewis, Virginia Nell
Fredonia
her
be
to
classes
with
,tateci.
of The King", and Barbera Cox,
Littlefield, Bar- test was awarded to Mary Lou- of drunken driving since Novem- the manufacturing of a complete
a black racer crawling across
Wednesday morning, January 2, Lewis, Maurelle
•roas party for all of Mary Boyd, and Jean Creekmur
ise Askew by the Steger Lumber her 22, was discovered to be in line of home lighting ir tradithe lawn. She said she imschool officials have announced. bara Lowery.
'‘ers of the Sunday will present the song, "In a LowMyrtle ,McGough, Carolyn Mc- Company of Princeton, according critical condition by jail attend- tional and contemporary styling.
mediately got her weapon,
and
be gisfen at 7 p. m. ly Manger Bed". "A Star Was
tree
The annual Christmas
ants, Tuesday night, and was re- The company is a pioneer in the
Guirk, Betty Mitchell, Joann to Mr. Cunningham.
"the hoe" and killed it. The
'),-cember 21, at the His Candle" will be sung by a
program will be held in the
The three essays which were moved to Caldwell County War manufacture of portable valance
Margaret Moore, Vivian
Mitchell,
about six
measured
snake
re- lighting.
classrooms at East Side School
male quartette composed of Nwy
Moore, June Oates, Sue Oldham, adjudged best in Caldwell county Memorial Hospital where he
feet and was heading for the
dealing with the na- Pinnegar, Jerry Gray, Kenneth
on Friday morning, when the chil- Dimple Oliver, Carol Patterson, will be forwarded to the state ceived treatment and was placed
Officers in the company are
seekhouse
the
of
basement
ia,, be presented by Rev, Ward, and Malcolm Rogers.
dren will exchange names and Millideen Peek, Mary Ruth Pet- chamber for consideration in the under observation, county author- Lee B. Thomas, president, who is
ing shelter from winter. Alo in morning services on
Russell Goodaker
Principal
state.
ities
gifts,
also president of the American
will sing tradiers, Judy Pettit, Donna P'Pool, regional contest. From the winthough the weather was
r 16 and December 23. The adult choir
said.
Sedberry made the first at- Saw and Tool Company of LouisMartha Rollins, Yvonne Reece, ners in the four regional contests
tional Christmas Carols and the
warm that day, it is said to
sermon is entitled
High
Butler
of
The alumni
Melanie Rowland, Julia Schwab, will come the state winners. All tempt on his life Saturday night, ville; R. D. Burns, administrajunior choir will present "Away
be unusual to see a reptile
•venant and Promise",
School are to be guests at the Wanda Scott, Martha Jane Stal- judging will be complete and -December 1, when he attempted tive vice-president and treasurer;
out of hybernation on Decemi is "The Glory of God In A Manger".
mornchapel program on Friday
lins, Jane Smith, Barbara Strong, state winners announced by Feb_ to sever the veins in his wrists Vernall Moe, vilce4president in
The Sunday School will direct
ber 6.
with razor blades. At this time, charge of sales; Howard Prange,
ing, December 21, at 11 o'clock, Connle Stevens, Phyllis Stevens, ruary 20, 1952, it was said,
a Christmas Tree entertainment
an:- of the Central PresK. V. Bryant, chapel director,
Shirley Sweeney, Nancy Taylor,
The prize winning essay by he was discovered by authorities vice-president in charge of profollowing the musical program, 1
'ilurch will present a
nounces.
Saundra Wa.bnitz, Joann Ward, Ruth Ladd will be published on and received treatment before any duction; Harry Day, vice-presiSub-Station Employs
on the same night.
special music under
The Fredonia School will have a Sara Walker, Jean Wallace, Dot the editorial page of next week's serious injury occurred, accord- dent, and Kim Moe, secretary and
PRESBYTERIAN
CUMBERLAND
Department
In
Expert
ing to county officials. Jail at- now manager of the Princeton
,1 of Mrs. George EldChristmas program on Friday Williams, Chloe Ann Winters Leader.
A Christmas tree and program
. Mrs. Bernice Davis at
tendants, who state that all dan- plant.
morning, December 21. The play, and Betty Joe Yates.
Of Animal Husbandry
people
young
the
of
charge
n. at 11:45 a. m. on Sun- in
gerous objects were removed
President Thomas stated, "the
Ralph J. Overfield, expert in "The Nativity" w,ill (be given by /- —
with
from Sedberry's cell following the need for the Princeton operation
omber 23, at the church, will be held in connection
pupils. School will be disgrade
embeen
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animal
on
m.
p.
7
at
services
the evening
first
suicide
attempt,
are
puzclred announces.
Hours
mornthat
o'clock
Holiday Store
missed at 11
is the result of the steady inDecember 23, it is announced by ployed at the Western Kentucky
zled as to the source of the razor crease over a period of years in
PRESBYTERIAN
Sub-Experiment Station here, as ing for the Christmas holidays Are Announced Here
used
blades
1 Presbyterian Church, of church officials.
Tuesday.
Wednesday
the Company's business in t h e
assistant in the department of and will be resumed
Most Princeton stores will '
In a conversation with a local residential lighting fixture field.
Principal
ev Loperfido is also pasanimal husbandry, according to morning, January 2,
open until 8 p. m.,
remain
have a Christmas party
minister, Sedberry revealed that In order to add stability to its
Butler Senior Receives
an announcement made by S. J. Guy Nichols reports.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
m. on December 25. at
he became addicted to marijuana activities under present economic
St. Paul's Catholic School will
Lowry, superintendent of the lonights, DecemMonday
and
Plus
Bond
$25
Savings
(.11
while working in California with conditions, the Company has obhave their Christmas party on
col institution.
ber 20-24, for the conveniindividuals who regularly used tained several substantial de'Friday morning when the chilFree Trip To Louisville
MEMORIAL
late shoppers, it was
of
ence
Mr. Overfield was graduated
the narocotic. His present condi- fense.contracts. It is the present
01ST
dren will exchange gifts. The
Billy Martin, Butler High
voted at a meeting of the Refrom the University of Kentucky
tion, authorities state, is largely intention of the Company to den. ,,.-nerican, Slovak, and
school will close at the same
for
Association
richer
$25
is
senior,
and
1941
School
in
...Merchants
Agriculture
of
tail
College
Will
Supper
dependent upon "tragic and dis- vote the full efforts of the Princeto
as the public schools of the
compositions Pot-Luck
having learned to put into pracheld here last month. Stores
received a master's degree in time
ruptive life which he led as a ton plant to the expanded lightcity and county.
sung by the church choir
Be Served In The Home
tice "the things that are taught
business firms will be
and
1942 in animal husbandry from
child."
e m,, Sunday, December
The highlight of the school proing fixture business although
closed Tuesday. December 25, in vocational agriculture classes."
the University of Wisconsin ColEconomics Classroom
During a special hearing in the some of the facilities of that
gram is to be the annual Christunces R. W. Dorr, diobannual
in
1,
Lowry
January
Mr.
and
Agriculture,
of
those
of
lege
application
Successful
The Butler High School Band
office of the county judge, Sed- plant might be converted to demas vespers to be held at Butservance of Christmas and
said.
things learned in class brought
berry, veteran of World War II, fense activities in the future
ler High School auditorium at 4
s and carols which will give a free public concert as
more
eight
Only
Year.
New
DisBilly the Western Kentucky
After three years of Army ser- p. m. Sunday, December 16. A
was declared a narcotics addict, should conditions warrant."
om the 15th Century to a part of a program sponsored by
before
remain
days
shopping
trict championship in the fifth
Band Boosters Club vice, Mr. Overfield served as as- cantata, 'The Story of Christand was escorted to the United
The labor survey, to be conCentury include "Glory the Princeton
Christmas.
FarmFuture
Kentucky
McCrackannual
in
agent
county
December
sistant
Monday,
m.
p.
6:30
Matthews,
States Public Health hospital for ducted here, will be by means of
mas", by H. Alexander
irig of Kings", a prize at
Jimmy
Contest,
America
of
ers
counties.
it
Marion
and
en
auditorium,
Butler
the
chorus
It
addicts at Lexington, by Sheriff printed forms which may be
will be sung by the girls
anthem written by V. B. 17, in
Maddox, vocational agriculture Glover Lewis.
Win"Contemplated enlargement of of 75 voices under the direction
n. American; "The Holy is announced by Thomas
picked up at the office of K. R.
Cancer, Heart Disease
School,
High
Butler
of
instructor
club.
Western
the
the
at
of
work
livestock
of Mrs. R. A. Mabry. Miss Janice
an anthem based on the ters, president
No marijuana was located on Cummins over Wood's Drug Store
Monday.
announced
Here
Shown
Be
Sub-StaExperiment
To
Films
Brinkley will be accompanist.
Sedberry's person at the time of here on December 13. 14 and 15
he Johan Brahms, 19th .Preceeding the concert, a pot- Kentucky
In addition to a $25 savings
the tion necessitates the services of The soprano soloists will be BarTwo films on cancer and one
his arrest, according to officers. by anybody interested in making
German; "Come Rise UP luck supper will be served in
exan
receive
will
Billy
bond,
husbara Strong, Mickey Cravens and on heart disease will be shown
the Morning", anthem home economics classroom. This a man well trained in animal
Clauscine Baker, county attorney, application for work at Moe
Annual
the
to
trip
paid
pense
an ancient Slovak folk will also be open to the public, bandry, and we consider ourselves Julia Schwab. The alto soloists at 1 .p. on. and at 3 p. m. Saturday
states that although the source of Light.
fortunate in obtaining the ser- will be Connie Stevens and Char- at the George Coon Public Libra- Awards Night Luncheon to be the marijuana is not yet deterMr. Winters said.
director said.
These forms, it was said, are to
MadMr.
later,
vices of such a well prepared lotte Akers.
ry, it is announced today by the held in Louisville
mined. Sedberry must have ac- be filled in at home by the aparol, "Lc How a Rose
The president of the club states
dox said.
said.
Lowry
Mr.
man",
Departthe
young
for
Health
characters
County
of
Caldwell
cast
The
have
members
deA
quired it in this vicinity.
meth" by Praetorius, that twelve band
plicant and then presented to
Billy has earned $2,000 in tailed rsport will be made to the
Three new projects in animal pageant to be staged during the ment.
tury German composer, played in the band for three or
representatives of the Kentucky
it
Library,
which
projects
Mae
eleven
Public
completing
Irls
Mary,
initiCoon
are-being
include
'which
George
singing
husbandry
ago
National Narcotics Board, and a State Employment Service who
rig by an ensemble from more years. Several weeks
. composed of Dr. C. H. tlei were presented with sweat- ated at the substation, include re- Brandon; Joseph, Gordon Trader; is announced today by the Cadd- include three in tobacco, two in thorough investigation of the case will be in Princeton December
Department.
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and
beef,
Health
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County
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is expected, Mr. Baker said.
17 and 18 for the purpose of disGordon Trader, Jack ers and certificates of honor dur- search
The films, shown under the corn.
herds, Norman Charnbliss, Billie
Mrs. Elizabeth Boitnott, ing chapel ceremonies, Mr. Win- production, Mr. Lowry stated.
cussing them with the applicant
DeKentucky
Joe
the
Hammonds,
of
Ray
sponsorship
Hammonds,
Martin plans to go into agri- Colored Woman Stabbed and analyzing them for the comt Griffith, Miss Connie ters stated. They are, according
Pool; Herod, Marshall Ethridge; partment of Health and the culture as a vocation, either conand Miss Marsha Bait- to section, Bob Hogan, coronet; 8100 Is Stolen From
pany.
deare
Society,
RonBarnes,
Cancer
Kenneth
American
Wise Men,
tinuing his studies in vocational By William Blakely
George Pettit will pre- Bar bars Holleman, majorette;
The State Employment repreStore
Grocery
in
Fredonia
public
and
the
instruct
Hooks;
signed to
nie Filer, Roswell
agriculture in college or putting
Lilliam Hollowell (colored) was sentatives will be located in the
e organ.
Connie Stevens, clarinet; Roswell
One hundred dollars was stol- priests and scribes, Paul Davis, detection of symptoms of cancer them into practice on his own critically injured about 7 p. m.
Is-light service in which Hooks, drum; Betty Travis, clarioffice of the Kentucky Utilities
authori- farm, Mr. Maddox said.
Monday, when she was stabbed Company here from 9 a. m. to 2
b and junior choirs will net and drum major; Donna Boit- an from a grocery belonging to Carl Flynn, James Lowery and and heart disease, health
ties state. "Self Examination of
Billy has been enrolled in vo- by William Blakley (also col- p. m. both Monday and Tuesday,
be held Sunday, Decem- nott, oboe and saxaphone; Wilma T. E. Feigan of Fredonia last Bobbie Sholan.
Members of t h e girls chorus the Female Breast" and "Traitor cational agriculture since 1948, ored), according to Chief of Po7 p. m.
Brandon, saxaphone; Becky Hum- Thursday night, according to reSheriff
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ual white gift service phries.
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Winters.
observed on the same flute; Chloe Ann
The front door of the Fredonia Barnes, Barbara Bentley, Doro- tive of the Kentucky Department ture Farmers of America for the fair condition Tuesday morning. Luther Barnes Named
o both services. Gifts Jerry Gray, coronet.
Bell Boone, Iris of Health, Miss Cherie McDoug- past three years. He now holds Blakely who fled after the stab- New Draft Board Clerk
After the bond concert the super market was forced' open thy Blalock. Ida
iared on a table in the
was located in Mae Brandon, Janice Brinkley, all, who will answer any ques- the position of treasurer of the bing, has not been located, Rudd
to be dispensed by Band Boosters Club will conduct and money which
Luther Barnes, recent Demothroughout the Reba Ann Call, Louise Corley, tions posed by the audience fol- Western Kentucky District Fed- said.
ell County Relief or- its annual election of officers, ac- several places
said.
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GAMES -- BRASS -- PICTURES -holster on their model.
paMrs. Bernice Akridge is a
Chinaware
The superintendent of the holCrystal
tient at St. Joseph's Infirmary at
Fountain Pens
department, Niels A. Hansen,
ster
T
WRIGH
RUSSELL
Louisville where she will underIMPERIAL
SHEAFFER
he has enough casts to eduip
says
go surgery this week. She was
SYRACUSE
PARKER 51
with full sets
lle last 15 holster makers
EWICK
Louisvi
to
CANDL
anied
accomp
EVERSHARP
models, with
VERNON
R. Ak- of most asked for
T.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
by
week
ESTERBROOK
a. large pile of "odd sizes" left
MILK GLASS
OPEN STOCK
ridge.
WATERMAN
Billy Sam Young, son of Mr. over.
Hansen's department turns out
and Mrs. W. M. Young, was in
I
25,000 to 30,000 holsters each •
DRESSER
from
rehe
e
wher
Nashville Friday
PICTURE 1
Hip holsters are the most
year.
ported for a physical examination
SETS
, but there is a large busipopular
MARK
HALL
for the U. S. Navy. He is in the
FRAMES
Hopkinsville
HALLMARK
the inconspicuous shoulin
ness
INGS
GIFT WRAPP
Naval Reserve and will receive
CHRISTMAS CARDS
der model, too.
y.
Januar
in
r•
call
r
his
,
-"
-r
'r` r'' -- r-- - "r
Hansen, who is most often
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Moore
found pacing through his worand daughter, Bonita, of Princewith a fluttering bundle of
ton, and Mr Jim Phillips, of shops
orders in his hand, says he
Marion, were Sunday guests of back
is currently running 3,500 jobs
Mr and Mrs. Coy Moore.
behind schedule.
James
Class
First
Petty Officer
He sheaf's through the orders
rmous
Querte
Mrs.
Quertermous,
to
give a notion of the widespread
,
and children, Kathy and Johnny
holsters. One
are spending a demand for pistol
,
Va.,
of
Norfolk
fi
LM
from the Panama Ca^AIWAYS FIRS( QUA
10-clay leave with his mother, request is
Three quick-draw FBI
Mrs. Jocie Quertermous and fam- nal Zone.
models are going to a ranch in
ily.
is standing
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd Guess spent Peru. A large order
a shop in trouble-ridden InMonday night with her daughter, from
.
Mrs. Mary Louise Hoke and donesia
Jackie at Hopkinsville
EMOTIONAL HONESTY
WOMEN'S QUILTED
PENNICRAFT LACE
Los Angeles -(AP) - Don't
expedi
The Lewis and Clark
if he says
tion is believed to have taken the reprimand little Johnny
brother, says a
first white men to the Yellow- that he hates baby
University of California psycholostone Park area in 1807.
• Pink
gist. Dr. Nora Weckler, a member
• Blue
of the university teaching staff,
• Yellow
says this may help Johnny culSize 79" x 96"
tivate emotional honesty. Telling
12 POCKET PLASTIC
PLASTIC
WOMEN'S CIRCULAR KNIT
Johnny that he is naughty for
SHOE BAGS
talking like that and that he
GARMENT BAGS
RAYON GOWN
should love baby because he is
Zipper Closing.
his brother mar), only cause JohnHolds up to 8 garments
ny to disguise, rather than
Colon
Asst
2.59
change, his true feelings. If JohnTHE
ny is allowed to get his anger
out of his system without fear of
ROL-TOP PLASTIC
punishment, his parents will be
able to know how he really feels
end with his mother, Mrs. Dodo
Freeman.
M r s Margaret Zuermuehlen,
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Yates and
sons were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Gross Fergerson.
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Henson spent
Sunday with their daughter, Mrs.
George Johnson, MT. Johnson and
baby son in Paducah. They also
visited their son, Bradley, who
is ii partient at Riverside Hospital.

nypt's

CORNETTE'S

Y'S

ONLY

10

WHAT IS ALL THIS PLUS!

Pe'
•

I
"

TABLE CLOTHS
4.49

mws
BLANKET
ROBES
7.90

3.98

.11111/W7-

C

1.79

•

.1.98

Special place for thread, pins
and other items! Red and
2 Pc. CHENILLE

white or green and white.

BATH MAT SET
At. Colors.

2.98
LIBBY'S

HOSTESS SET
Set of 8 beautiful glasses.
You'll love the plain or frosted
style.

1.98

BUL VA

ALL RUBBER

DIAMOND GRANDEUR

DOLLS

and

Dressed in a pretty pink and
white organdy dress and slip
with bonnet to match. II as
white shoes and socks. Appr.
15" tall.

3.50
SCENTED SOAP
Rox of

75c

5.89
MEN S
ALL SILK TIES
Only 1.00

WOMEN'S

Otl
• fs
as

TRICYCLES
6.90 - 9.90
10.90 - 11.75
BILLFOLDS
1.98 to 3.98
Plus Tax

PANTIES

DOLLS
Pink or
Blue

49c to 98c

2.89

• Pink
'Blue
White

WOMEN'S

Free, Plus: a 4-piece Hostess Set valued a
$12. Free Plus: a 3-pound Fruit Cake.

25

Register Now! For Weekly Door Prize!

EACH SATURDAY EVENING'
A VALUABLE GIFT GIVEN AWAY
Y COME IN AND REGISTER
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED. SIMPL

Set
Plus! Grand Prize A 16 Inch Admiral TV
TER NOW!
GIVEN AWAY XMAS EVE! REGIS

LOUNGE CHAIRS
A Gift For Dad

A
Welch the
Wear,

Knee-Hole Desks

Plastic, Velour and Tapestry covers.
('hoice of colors.
$49.95 up

7 Drawers in Walnut or Mahogany Fiat

Free Plus: 7-way Floor Lamp.
Plus Fruit Cake

$39.95 up
Free Plus: Desk Chair.

Pius Fmk Cake

9 x 12 Wool Rugs

5 Pc. Chrome Dinette Suites

In a wide range of new patterns. Plain eel
ors Tone on Tone and Floral.

Smartly styled large stock
from which to select.

$69.50 up

$79.95 up
Free Plus: Matching Plastic Cornice for your
window. $14.75 value. Plus: Fruit Cake.

Free:Plus: a 9 x 12 rug cushion $18
Plus Fruit Cake

valo

sks ••

---""

JORDAN FURNITURE CO
Incorporated

Hopkinsville, Kentucky

er
tel-WWWWWW00142Ortkar****010014716112M-114ti

She will
welcome
a box of

3 for 1.00

Ftquisitely yoursfrom the Balmy collection
of fine watches.
the smallest 21 jewel.
diamond-set timepieces
ever created!

PRICED
PROM
$135“
TO
1250"

America's most sensibly priced. Since
it's an all-occasion nylon, nobody
can have too many-give

4ftssmilitmit,

a welcome gift of half
a dozen or a dozen pairs!

Gift Boxed

MEN'S

JERGEN'S GIFT SETS
Include* Lotion,
1.00
Powder, Face Cream
and Cologne

SO •

us 60 gauge,
This is the glamour nylon-the fabulo
ng daughter
15 denier that's sheer enough for a danci
aunt who
but practical enough for the mother or
BIRD 60
wants stockings famous for wear. HUMMING
is America's most called -for stocking-and

1.98
GIRLS

SLEEPY HEAD

Complete with chest. $47.50.

r
et
HUMMING BIRD 60

Plus Tax

MODELING
CLAY SETS

Dial 3211

Guaranteed by National Silver Co. in t
following patterns: King Edward, rd
Rose, Holiday,

EMPRESS CARLOTTA
21 i•svels
Ilk, 9old-11 diamonds
'250"

MEN'S LEATHER

Black and White
or Brown and Tan
Appr. 11" tall

er's Drugs

21 JEWEL
ACCURACY

TEDDY BEARS

WOODBURY GIFT SETS
Includes Cold Cream,
1.00
Lotion and Powder '

Special

53 Piece Silver Ware

ReComfortable Innerspring Construction.
covers.
versible loose cushions, wool fringe
lounge
$229.50 up. Free Plus: a very fine
choice,
Your
Ham.
y
Countr
large
a
or
hair
plus a 3-pound Fruit Cake.

INt 111[SS

SEWING KIT

frescripti •

SUPER SPECIAL!

2 Pc. Livingroom Suites

standard
rule for
of the
with small w
the gPillw
for each
Add four feet
get the desir

new ponds in
dready wathed
the safety fe
le standard.
• • IDLE L
'
Cayce, of
community, is

These suites have been our very best sellers. Choice of many different styles,
woods and finishes. These are sensational
buys. But this means you are purchasing
a nice bedroom suite for the family.
FREE PLUS: a fine Simmons Innerspring
Mattress or a Large Country Ham, your
choice. Plus a 3-pound Fruit ('ake. Every
suite In our stock included. Prices run
from $129.50 to $695.00.

sistl

a watershed o
the top of t
gbould be two

•

4 Pc. Bedroom Suite

r
10,

is worth
oil apply in

ow bottom of
to the Soil

With the purchase of a bedroom suite which
HERE IS TIIE WAY IT WORKS:
December 29, you will receive abeolutely FREE a
until
now
event,
this
for
low priced
poun
country ham-YOUR CHOICE -Plus' a
large
a
or
s,
Mattres
pring
Simmons Inners
purchasing a nice bedroom suite for th
are
you
means
This
Cake.
Fruit
Mansion House
and plus: a Fruit Cake for your enjoyment for You
home or the family, plus: a Ilani
Christmas or New Year's dinner.

keitratab

MORE SHOPPING DAYS!

old saying, "

PLUS! PLUS! PLUS! PLUS!

STILL TIME TO SAVE
PLENTY AT PENNEY'S!

BED JACKETS

C. Al
* Oliver
conservation
you Checked
el your newly

CHRISTMAS SUPER-PLUS SALE!

25c to $4.95

PE

Built P

Scientific name, of anirnn
formed according to the twosystem introduced by the
ish naturalist, Linnaeus,
1758.

MMI4IMIKlialliamilk
DatiliDdralraDdlehlk-MkpankapaddigialININI

kaaciativemitcsoztoctism---arvetemetertivettemurtfor
CHRISTMAS Gifts • Galore

.04E-Kreet004
-KIVVIRfivirefMCMCAC-tirt

ty Check I

There were 16,133 worn
rested for drunkenness
United States in 1949.

Pius Tax

ONE GROUP

MEN'S & WOMEN'S
SHOES

MILITARY BRUSH SETS
2.98

WOMEN'S

FELT HOUSE SHOES

Drastically Reduced

1.00 and 2.00
"IP 'r 'r •• .• •

MINIS
21 Wards
1410. gold
2 oliameme.
113S"

WHILE 200 PRS. LAST

They're
Only

1.00 pr.

114214243014114/141k114110041001201411M11111%

GARNETT
JEWELERS
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Prieto Iselasia
Feakwapt tart

51 Gauge 15 or 3$ Denier - $1.35
60 Gauge Extra Sheer
Ky. Derby with Black Heel - $1.65

GIFT FOLDER FREE

PRINCETON SHOE CO.

way
DI no
67 It for
has tic
this co
on
Hydra
• mane!,
h a flick of
want, ..,
t it-Inat
You
. with
ourablit
• you ca
drive It!
p..'.

4 to two pounds daily ' 110111638' WILMS SPIRAL
/
ratios of 11
Hallandale, Fla. — (AP) — The
should be given. Corn alone may
coat of living has reached
high
is
ration
a
If
mixed
used.
be
2 corn by horses and horsemen, too. A check
1
used it should contain /
weight. The ewe should have ac- on feed bills finds the current
cess to hay, water, and salt. It charge for a sack of oats is $6.50.
is best to leave the sick ewes Five years ago the same sack
with other sheep as their eating cost $6.25. Ten yea rs ago it
may induce the sick ones to take brought $4. Hay now brings $80
feed. If the sick ewes can be is ton compared to 885 in 1948
nursed along until the lambs are and $40 in 1941. Straw, which Is
dropped most of them will re- merely bedding for the horses, is
priced at $70. Ten years ago it
cover.

fety Check For
wly Built Pond
Oliver C. Alleock
$oil Conservation Service)
ca you checked the safety
a of your newly constructBy

m Suite
r very bug
et1.
different Am..
are atheibilim
are Parehunt
r°4* tbe huady
OIL Inneetpnag
'Wry Rain yew
it Cake. Every
ded reit** rut

ECIAL!

•
jiver Wars
I Sneer Cu h ha
King Edstud, xis
chest. $47.50.
Hostess Ik4 nand d
Fruit Cake.

converting idle land to improve
?
old saying, "an ounce Of pasture on his 170 acre farm.
He is using a bulldozer wher
titian is worth a pound of
will apply in taking care necessary and double cutting the
Bullitt county farmers who inland with a heavy bush and bo noculated soybean seed at plantpond.
acres
five
disc harrow. He expects to wor ing had yields of 2 to 4 more
ith a watershed of
By R. A. Mabry
the top of the fill to a the land into a good firm seedbe bushels per acre.
should be two feet higher with his farm equipment an
in
Lauroute
milk
The fourth
the bottom of the spillway, seed to a desirable grass-legum rel county is being established by
e- mixture. He also will use lime
Conserv
Soil
the
For sheep growers the busy
to
the Carnation Company.
ring
and fertilizer.
Serr ice standards.
ery county homemak- season, lambing time, is on and
Montgom
mole rule for determining
Mr. Cayce also has been con- ers completed 15 wool suits, six there is always danger of pregwidth of t he spillway for structing a livestock water and wool coats, 1 camel's hair coat
nancy disease as lambing time
ds
is
watershe
small
with
fish pond which the SCS techni- and seven rayon suits in a tailorapproaches.
spillviay
one-haN
ske the
cian assisted him in locating and ing class.
Feeding is the most important
wide for each acre draining staking out this week.
The cow-and-calf plan in Todd
in control of the disease.
item
It. Add four feet to this fig- STOCKING PONDS
ng
rapidly,
is
expandi
county
to get the desired width of
D. G. Brown, Conservation Of- more than 500 beef cows having The ewe should have sufficient
ficer, Kentucky Division of Game been brought into the county this feed not only to be in good con,•w ponds in the counts and Fish, reports that the Divis- fall.
dition but to gain in weight durwashed out this fell
In Christian county, 371 home- ing pregnancy. Ewes in good
ion has furnished fish for over
use the safety features were twenty-five ponds in Caldwell makers attended the first of a
breeding condition should gain
up to standard.
series of lessons given in 24 20 to 30 pounds during gestation.
county this year.
VERTS IDLE LAND
When should a new pond be homemakers clubs on refinishing Thin ewes should gain 30 to 40
ornas Cayce, of the Eddy
furniture.
stocked with fish?
pounds or more. About half the
in
is
ty,
engaged
coomtuni
k
Nicholas county homemakers increase in weight should occur
After a pond is full of water
and it has been determined that made 212 lampshades with an es- during the last third of pregit will maintain a satisfactory timated saving of $456.
nancy.
In Marion county, 378 articles
water level, it is ready for fish.
For prevention of pregnancy
in
a
homewere
made
of
leather
Mr. Brown is in charge of or,
disease, it is important to have
craft
club
project.
makers
dering fish for Caldwell county
the ewes continue gaining in
lker's Drugs & Jewelry Requests for fish may also be le
Hickman county farmers had
weight until the lambs are dropDial 3211
at the soil conservation distri
headquarters. They will be for- ped. The grain requirement for
2 to
1
one ewe will vary fr,pm /
warded to Mr. Brown,
one pound or more daily during
GOOD COVER CROP
While passing the farm of For- the last month of pregnancy. The
est and Robert Cayce, of the amount of grain to feed depends
Buy NOW! We hove the greatest
Eddy Creek community, this upon the quality of hay and passelection ever!
week, I saw ten head of cattle ture and the condition of the
grazing in a field of excellent ewe. It is desirable that at least
cover crop. It consisted of a dense half of the grain mixture be yellow corn. Protein and mineral
growth of balboa rye.
Not only was the cover crop supplements are desirable when
good
protecting the land, but it was non-legume hay is used. A
furnishing excellent pasture winter pasture is very helpful in
preventing pregnancy dise as e.
which satisfied the cattle.
Thomas, son of Forest Cayce, The ewes should have access to
stated that there was also an- plenty of clean water and comother field with a good cover mon salt at all times.„
Pregnancy disease may be succrop on his father's farm.
cessfully treated in some ewes
during the early stages of the
disease. The ewe may be given
two ounces of molasses or brown
DIRECTOR
sugar daily. In addition, a grain
Jewels

cost only $20.
Racing officials estimate that
by winning one race during the
season a horse should just about
break even for his keep.

Wm. M. YOUNG

The United States and Canada ,
between them use 700,000 tons of
sulphur a year to help make pulp
paper.
It is estimated that each automobile contains about 30 pounds
of sulphur.

Allis -Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

Family:
HAS GIFTS GALORE — For All the

VALUES IN LINGERIE
Beautiful Lace-Trim Slips--$1.77

rescriptions A
Specialty

SOONER THAN YOU THINK!

is
Expansion Bond
$3575

DRESS SHIRTS $1.98
broadcloth

ool Rugs
50 up
cushion. DIM Mr
t Cake

WINSTEAD JEWELERS
Princeton, Ky.

with

Sanforized
Ladies Robes in Nylon, Chenille, fused collars. In white and
2 to 17.
/
colors. 141
Crepe, Flannel and Suede
$2.98 to $9.98
SPORT SHIRTS $2.98
Only

Gabardine

775 samples of soil tested in ten
months time.
Sheep numbers in Scott county
are said to be an the increase.
and many farmers report incomes tIS
of $40 per ewe.
Trigg county homemakers held
an International Festival attended by 250 men, women and children.
, The Robert Conover heirs in
Adair county cut 48,000 board
feet of lumber from a 15-acre
tract that cut 86,000 feet five
years ago.
With the recent purchase of
two purebred bulls, all bulls in
Elliott county now are registered
or purebred.
Sixty-five members of t he
Glasgow Rotary Club had an oldfashioned dinner with Etoile 4-H
Club of Barren county.

ew patters'. Phial.
one and Fiera

Phone 2236

$2.49

of all descriptions
In Leather, Suede, Corde
and Plastic

Men's $2.98

if

PLAID FLANNEL SHIRTS
Some
,
Only $1.98

r

MEN'S SHORTS 81 UNDERSHIRTS

BEAUTIFUL SINGLE
!I;
ty

BLANKETS
Pastel Shades

With Knit Waist Bands

TOWEL SETS
In Many Colors

Bath Towel -- Two Wash

HANDKERCHIEFS
Ladies Boxed

HANDKERCHIEFS --- 79c I 98c
s
only way to fully appreciate Pontiac'
performance is
nderful new Dual-Range
fry It for yourself.
quite
re has never before been anything highs
this combination of Pontiac'
Dual
GM
prevision engine, the new
s high04e Hydra- MatIc• and Pontiac'
select,
can
formance, economy gide. You the power
h a flick of your Anger, exactlywhere you
it.
want
want, when you
it—instantly, automatically!
engineering
is you combine this basic
economy
nee with Pontiac's beauty, dollar for
why
durability you can see
Come on in
ler vou can't best a Pontiac.
Ed.., Cm!
drive It?

rex e•5i.41

Mertismal at

yet' raier

EMBROIDERED PILLOW CASES
Individually Boxed -- Many Patterns
$2.49 Value
$1.98

'WU WANT • WWSN
,
11.•111411

laissem ,,D rein.

raw- WANT IT

• WINItal YOU WA/VT IT
® New 11•••••as ABM

ileurel-Illovage. Mears-Meal*

.NTIAC
SIBAT A PO

C
STEVENSON PONN.TIA
Court Square

LOVELY

BEDSPREADS
In

Chenille and Jacquard
Designs

Only $4.98
Visit Our Doll
Department
Many Styles To Choose From

KENTUCKY
iHE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCgTON,

When It Comes to Values in Festive
Foods...MP Has WhDppers for
Early Shoppers!

WIENERS
WITH BARBECUE SAUCE

56c

STAR KIST
TUNA FISH
2 tin
1
No. /

4- 1 oz. glass ..
71 2 oz. glass

TAR:KIM

or.

3 Pe.liti.

fitUll

SWIFTNING
SHORTENING
3 lb. can
1-1b. can

Over 2/3

84c
31e

BALLARDS

CAKE
Fruits &

'Slits •

. ..
size . • . • ..
lb.
•.
11/2
• • . . ....
size
lb.
••
3
slit • •
5 lb•

BALLARDS
FLOUR
OBLEISK PLAIN

PRINCETON RADIO SALES &
SERVICE: 203 N. Harrison. In
r ea r of Russell's Jewelry
Shop. F.M., A.M., Auto Radios,
Automatic record changers repaired. All work guaranteed.
13-tic

HELP WANTED: Cashier Stenographer. Good salary to qualiconfied person. Good working
ditions, 40 hour week, paid vacations, group insurance plan.
e,
'Must be High School graduat
age 19-26. Apply at Interstate
Finance Office or phone 2881
24-lie
for appointment.

$A.63
WONDERFUL WORK SAVER!...
A&P's VALUE FAMOUS
JANE PARKER

DEVILS FOOD
CAKE MIX
16-oz pkg.

LOOK: It la self service and free
parking at The Ideal Food Mar45-tk,
ket.

PIANOS: New and used, an1 cow and 7-month
tiques. Used furnituri!. STIN- FOR SALE:
white shoats. Call
14
calf.
old
&
7th
W.
SON PIANO CO., 113
n, phone 2832.
Mashbur
Bennie
210 W. 7th Street, Hopcinsville.
24-1tp
MARVIN STINSON, DWNER.
23-tic
ChalFOR SALE: One used Allis
disc
Shop
WAY:
IDEAL
THE
SAVE
mers Tractor, with plow,
good
at The Ideal Food Market. 45-tfc
and 7 ft. mower. All in
condition. H. C. P'Pool Tractor
FOR RENT: Two unfurnished
24 & 26-1te
Impl. Co.
&
19-tic
apartments. Call 2550.
-FerFOR SALE: One used Ford
WANTED TO BUY: Dogwood
ovguson Tractor, completely
inch
60
40,
20,
of
r
Timbe
d. H. C. P'Pool Tractor
erhaule
and
5
inches
r
lengths. Diamete
24 & 26-1tc
& Impl. Co.

CHUNK STYLE

CEREAL, K

• owl Christmas B

Prate
suptessa and
was held
Clirb
's
piconber ut, at th

. Inches of
up. Must hat,e 244
a defee.
between
wood
white
bark. 18
live heart and the
and
inches clear between knots
cash
other defects. Payment is
cu. ft.
on delivery. 665 per 160
Grorick. See or call Tandy's
Princecery and Cream Station,
tion.
ton, Ky. Draper Corpora
21-tfc

church.

gnu Nall decara
ments
"nth arrange
red ribbons, pi

this
FOR SALE: Only three at
iron
price. Regular $23.95 cast
WATCH MAKING: All makes and
If.
violet stands $18.95. A.
models; clocks, jewelry repair23-2te
Templeton, Florist.
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
—
"Pete" Russell, certified watch- ----------Reliable
maker. 203 N. Harrison St. MALE HELP WANTED:
on
11.3-tfe
man with car wanted to call
farmers in Caldwell County.
to
FOR SALE: Porter paints for the
Wonderful opportunity. $10
nce or
experie
inside or outside of your house
No
day.
a
in
$20
nt.
or barn or other outbuildings.
capital required. Permane
COMSee Hodge Motor Sales & IMP!.
Write today. McNESS
III.
, Co., phone 2093, W. Main street.
PANY, Dept. A, Freeport,
45-tic
23-2tp

OSCAR MAYER

13-oz. can

members Hay
00equet

Angel Food

Customers' Corner
We're on the up-and-up at A&P.
to keep
We work hard and constantly
our standards
up the quality of our food,
nce of our
of service and the appeara
stores.
to keep
And we work hardest of all
fair, honest
up our prized reputation for
dealing.
down at
The only thing we try to keep
A&P is the price.
CUSTOMER RELATIONS DEPT.
A&P Food Stores
420 Lexington Ave.
New York 17, N. Y.

Ring

FOR SALE: 1948 Chevrolet. Ap24-Hp
ply at Corner Grill.
_
The
ED:
BIDS BEING RECEIV
City Board of Education will
accept bids on re-wiring the
main service and distribution
system at Butler High School
from now until 3 p. m. December 24. Contact Supt. Ruel W.
Cairnes for details and specifications.

co

CHOCOLATE or CARAMEL ICED WHITE

LAYER CAKE
1 2 inch size ea. 49c
6/
BREAKFAST ROLLS, Cinnamon or
ZSc
Pineapple. ea.
PIES, Apple, Lemon, Pecan, Cherry
49.
and Pumpkin, ea.
WHITE BREAD, Jane Parker, 20-oz. loot . 16c
Ille
BROWN 'N SERVE Plain Rolls, doz. pkg

6
00
vet"
@Wit 4
(YOUR
HAS THE

NAME)

GREATEST GIFT BUY
IN

PORK SAUSAGE
SLAB BACON
LUNCH MEATS
GROUND BEEF

1-LB. BAG
OR BULK
ANY SIZE
CUT
BOLOGNA, PICKLE &
PIMENTO, LIVER CHEESE
SPICED LUNCHEON MEAT

lb. 35c
lb. 39c
lb. 59c
lb. 65c

SALESMAN: 01 d established
company has opening for two
men and two women to work in
Princeton, Kentucky. Earnings:
$125 or more, per week. Car
necessary. Home eve-ry night.
Write in care of Princeton
24-2k
Leader, Box 529.
DR RENT: Country home for
small family, 4 miles out on
Fredonia Road. Phone 3046 by.
24-Itc
6 a. m.

Salem
Georg
Fostori
Social
Impor
Rever
Candl
Christ
SLING BACK — Black
or Red $3.9.

lust the flick of a sudsy cloth keeps them
heavenly fresh and clean. Magical, too, is
the walking-on-a-cloud feeling you'll get
from Oomphies' specially constructed
insoles . . . sm-o-o-th Pepperell linings.

"the girl
you'd like to he

wears Oomphies"

FOR SALE: -Two snow suits,
practically new. Sizes 7 and 8.
24-Itc
Call 3876.

-- and

FOR SALE: Good coal cook
stove or would trade for corn.
24-2tc
Alvin Lisanby.

ripple in y

ly the way

Christmas

21 lowil lord fig."—
19 jewel Lady Elgin. .1150
Your fln•il cholec
Prices Include Fod•ral Tax

MIX
CHRISTMAS HARD
. 49c
CANDY,2 lb. bag
CHERRIES, Marschino, 8- oz. bot.

ORANGES. Florida, 8 lb. bag
APPLES, Jonathan, 3 lbs
(Box •82.99)
ENGLISH WALNUTS, Lg. size
1-1b. cello bag

MINCE MEAT, Paramount, 18-oz. jar ...

PECANS in the shell, 1-lb. cello bag

PUMPKIN, A&P Fancy, No. 25i can

CARROTS. 2 bunches

HI HO CRACKERS, Sunshine, 1-lb. box

BIRDSEYE FROZEN FOODS

PINTO BEANS, 5-1b. bag

PEAS, tender green, 2 12-oz. pkgs.

SURE GOOD OLEOMARGARINE,
1.1b. ctn.

CALUIFLOWER, 10-oz. pkg.

STALEY STARCH, Sta-Flo Laundry, qt.
STALEY SYRUP, white,

GREEN BEANS, French style cut
2 10-oz. pkgs.

lb. glass .

(e)

3 lb. bag

CRtSCO
SHORTENING
99c
3 lb. can
35c
1 lb. can

17 jewel Elgin D•lux•
dosIgns of •nduring 20575°
rn•dern 1.••,11.

Only ELGIN Has the
DURAPOWER MAINSPRING
"The Heart that Never Breaks"

A & P COFFEE
8 O'CLOCK, 1 lb. bag

RED CIRCLE, 1-1b. bag

GUARANTEED
A LIFETIME!

Die Setters
Drill Press Operators
Press Punch Operators
Polishers
Platers
Tool and Die Makers
Machinists
Maintenance Men
Spohvelders
Fork Truck Operators
Spray Painters
Light Assembly Workers
Material Handlers
Miscellaneous

CHEESE SPREAD. Pabst-ett, 1-1b. loaf
BUTTER, Wildmere Fresh Creamery
1-1b. roll

CREDO-BIT American Cheese Food
2 lb. loaf
AMERJCAiN Sliced Cheese, lb.
ICE CREAM, all flavors, pt.

have

S ickly IfYlod• Seih
$4500
end
o
h..nii 17 lveols
•mtp•roslow b•nils.
OTHER

WINS Rom oars

ThursdoY,
Pick up your application blank at the office of K. R. Cummins on
represce
Friday, or Saturday. Fill the blank out at home and file it with
'
tatives of the Kentucky State Employment Service. They will be locate(
on,
between
Princet
in the Kentucky Utilities office, 122 W. Main Street,
9 a. m. and 2 p. m. Monday and Tuesday, December 17th and 1801.

Members Have
stows Banquet
Annual Christmas Banquet
Business and Professional
held Monday
a's Club was
December 10, at the First
sa Church.
Visa Nall decorated the
with arrangements 01 red
red ribbons, pine and

cases. Ma eseerettoes 1:weeded an arrangement on the piano
and a tree done by a committee,
oomposed of Miss Busch Cummins, chairman, Mrs. Eugene
Williamson, Mrs. Robert Chambers and Miss Audie Green.
Appearing on the program
were Miss Louella Wycoff, who
sang "White Christmas", accompanied by Sirs. Raul A. Lara, and

rteletirigt
ICIWIt

Salem China
George Pottery
Fostoria Glassware
Social Supper Trays
Imports from Sweden
Revereware
Candles
Christmas Cards

Mrs. C. H. Jiggers wise gave "The Roy Towerys Observe
Littlest Angel", Ms Wilma VanGrandson's Birthday
diver was tout mistress.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Roy Towery
Miss Elizabeth Gray presented
everybody present with a gift and entertained with • dinner party
appropriate greeting. Mrs. George recently in honor of the second
Eldred directed and accompani- birthday of their grandson, Richard Pike Glannini. The center
ed the club in singing carols.
Guests were Mrs. John S. motif was a birthday cake with
Hutcheson, Jr., Mrs. Hugh Cher- two candles.
Others present included Mrs.
ry Sr., Miss Jeannine Stallings,
Miss Patsy Thomason, Mrs. Agnes Scott, Mrs. Hattie Hale,
George Eldred, Miss.Louella Wy- Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Glannini and
coff, Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, Miss Billy Giannini.
Joan Jacob, Miss Virginia Lewis
and Miss Carolyn McGuirk.
Mrs. Hutcheson and Mrs. Katie
McBride were welcomed as new
members.
Members present were Leona
Averdick, Lillie Bell Childress,
Vergie Barnett, Robert Lee Beck,
Virginia Belt, Carwin Cash, Margaret Chambers, Busch Cummins,
Virginia Dalzell, Mary W. Eldred,
Ree Engelhardt, Larue Glenn,
Paimelia Gordon, Eaizabeth Gray,
Audie Green, Lucille Hammond,
Rena Hobby, Virginia Hodge and
Julia Martin.
Other members present were
Ethel Mays, Mary Belle Meadows,
Berdie Moore, Virginia Morgan,
Virginia McCaslin, Mabel McLin,
Hallie Overby, Lois Pettit, Lillian Pruett, Joan Piercy, Elizabeth Rogers, Vero - Rosenthal,
Mina Tom Ryan, Pauline Smith,
Jewell Stallins, Atha Stallins,
Martha Stevens, Margie Sweeney,
Wilma Vandiver, Aileen Williamson, Jessie Williamson, Melville
Young, Marian Young, Neva Hogan, Helen Jones, Joan Ladd,
Gertrude Lara, Mary Loftus and
Tylene Long.

Mrs. Robert Gordon and son,
Briggs, left today for a visit with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. K.
Briggs, at Scooba, Mississippi.
They were accompanied by her
sister, Mrs. Shrew, and son, of
Bowling Green. Dr. Gordon end
Dr. Shreve plan to leave for
Scooba next week.
Mrs. Virgil Woodall, Mrs. Shelby Pool and Mrs. Joe Weeks were
at Fort Campbell last Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Newson and

Mrs. Rogers Hostess
To Christian Group
-- and have a "Merry Christmas" exactly the way you want it -- with nary a
ripple in your budget. Just join our
Christmas Club now. It costs only a
few cents a week -- gives you a grand
nest egg for gifts, new clothes -- in fact
everything you want for a happy holiday-- 1952.

Princeton, Kentucky

Pshimis (As 'parklitig
cilks (Christmas 3t5e1f

The Business and Professional
Group of the Woman's Council of
The First Christian Church met
Monday, December 3, at the home
of Mrs. Elizabeth Rogers. The
business session was conducted
by the president, Mrs. W. P.
Kirkman.
Mrs. Lester Cartwright, Program chairman, was assisted by
Daniel Cartwright, Mrs. Glenn
Cartwright, Mrs. W. P. Kirkman,
Mrs. Rogers and Miss Mickey
Cravens in presenting the program, "Carriers in Faith."
Mrs. Bill Presler gave the devotional.
The hostess, assisted by Miss
Mickey Cravens, served a salad
course to Mesdames Bill Scott,
Berdie Moore, Dixie Vivian, Glenn
Cartwright, W. P. Kirkman, H. C.
Lester, Bill Presler, Lester Cartwright, Fuel Sweeney, Miss Neva'
Hogan, David Ray Cartwright,
the co-hostess, Mrs. Herman Banister and Mrs. Morgan.

Mrs. McConnell Hostess
To Tuesday Bridge Club
Mrs. W. G. McConnell was
hostess to the Tuesday afternoon
bridge club, December 11, at her
home on Route 3.
Prizes were awarded to Mrs.
Richard Morgan, Mrs. Rumsey
Taylor, Jr., and Mrs. Frederick
Stallins.
A dessert course was served by
the hostess to Mrs. Ralph Randolph, Mrs. Rumsey Taylor, Jr.,
Mrs. James Landes, MTS. Richard
Morgan. Guests were Mrs. Hewlett Morgan, Mrs. Stanley Sharp,
Mrs. Frederick Stallins, and Mrs.
John S. Hutcheson, Jr.

Paducah Soloist Will
Entertain Wood Circle

BRIGHT WINTER FASHIONS
DAINTY SLIPS
DRESSY BLOUSES
SHEER NYLONS
drarnatic air to the colere's a frankly feminine—smartly
on display, in all their
now
items
gift
son of Christmas
Christmas morning
forgotten
-eliness for a never-to-be

M r s. Robert Wenzel, soprano
soloist of Paducah, will entertain
the Wood Circle of the Central
Presbyterian Church during a
special Christmas program to be
presented at 2:30 p. m. Thursday,
December 13. at the church, announces Floyd A. Loperfido, pastor.
Mrs. Kimball Underwood, also
of Paducah, will present a reading based on the Christmas Story, Rev. Loperfido said. Immediately after the program, tea will
be served in the annex. The public is invited, according to the
pastor. -

Card Of Thanks
We wish to thank our neighbors and friends for their kindness in the death of my father
and grandfather, Jessie Wood.
May God's richest blessings rest
upon them all.
Daughter and Grandchildren,
24-Hp
Cleo Ringery

bury, and family, South Jefferson street.
W. C. Wilhelm, J. C. Berry
and Gordon Glenn attended an
Illinois Central supervisors meeting at Paducah Monday.

Mr. and Urs. Douglas Chew
spent Thursday Chrlatmu *Op.
ping at Hopkinsville. Also they
visited their daughter, Mrs Thso.
dore H. Abbott.

Sell Your Burley In Mayfield
BEFORE CHRISTMAS
Plenty of floor space in big, well-lighted warehouses.
largest and most modern warehouses in the state.

One of the

All the big buying interests are represented on our floors at each
sale here.

-Final Burley Sale Before The Holidays
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 21

NEW ENTERPRISE WAREHOUSE FARMER'S FLOORS
MAYFIELD LOOSE 'LEAF FLOORS
J. B. HUMPHRIES, Manager
Mayfield, Kentucky

Rose And Garden Club
Has Christmas Meeting
Mrs. Bernice Davis was hostess
to the members of the Princeton
Rose and Garden Club, Thursday
night, December 6, at her home
on West Main street.
Mrs. Frank Linton gave an illustrated Travel Talk on her
summer itinerary in thet British
Isles and Europe.
Rev. j. F. Callender presented
a group of Christmas songs. Carols were sung by candle light
with Mrs. Davis accompanying at
the organ.
Mrs. Shell Smith and Miss Eliza Nall presided at the tea table.
Christmas decorations were arranged by Mrs. William Larkins
and Mrs. J. B. Lester. The sunroom arrangements were done by
Miss 'Eliza. Nall and Mrs. Brad
Lacy while Mrs. Henry Sevison
decorated the mantle. The outside door wreath was made by
A. H. Templeton Florist and the
inside Boxwood wreath was
made by Harvill Florist.

Mrs. Virgil Woodall spent one
day last week shopping at Evansville.
Mrs. Walter Beanne, of Roanoke, Virginia, -is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. James Shrews-

WHIP WILSoN

MEET THE
'KEPT MEN"
OF BIG TIME
COLLEGE
FOOTBALL!
The neverbefore- told story
from the wrathful
Cosmopolitan
serial!

Added Treats!
COLOR!
CARTOON COMEDY —NEWS REEL —TRAVEL IN

All the scope of the
great best-seller!
e\Vfte-

John DEREK • Donna REED
Sip ban • Weds
Mei IMP MI • WIlomat'

4'1A 1;IRUIII iat1111011111111

WOW mi RRw libilmd•Ris Is Rim
PLUS! WALT DISNEY CARTOON — NEWSREEL

IRMA COM • NM CURE
OM WIWI • MEI ?MAI
Also!
No. 4 "Cody of Pony Express"
CARTOON COMEDY

THE REAL
TRUE-TO -LIFE
STORY OF ONE OF
OKLAHOMA'S
MOST FAMOUS

All the sweep of the
vast African desert!

BAD MEN —

Grab Your Partner And Come A-Runnin'
For Here's A Sure 'Nuff Good Time!

as told by

AL JENNINGS
himself!

festering

EDDY ARNOLD
"The Tennessee Plowboy"
in a double-barreled Show
of sin gin' and swingin'

TH1 VOWS THAT SOW
9,000,000 WORDS
NOW THEW THE SCIFEHI

killOSDOWN

ADMISSION
Children (under 12)
Admitted FREE
U accompanied
by parents!

MASON..
CEDRIC

JESSICA

LUTHER

HARDWICK E • TANDY • ADLER
COMEDY — NEWSREEL

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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41 CHRISTIAN
Churches
o. W. Filer, Minister
rch School at 9:45 a. in.
Within Service at 11:00 a. in.
YE meets at 6:00 p. tn. each
day.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesday at 7:00 p.
CENTRAL PrOCSBYTICRIAN
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, neater
SUNDAY
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:55 a. m., Morning Service
6:00 p. m. Youth Meeting
7:00 p. m. Worship Service
WEDNESDAY
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock

.s_ -••••1041.11011111 NNW

News From The Past
Jan. 2, 1925. The R. F. Scarberry grocery and meat market store
was destroyed by fire shortly after Christmas midnight. The McLin Bros. grocery and the City
Bakery also were damaged.
• • •
Jan. 2, 1925. Miss Rose Emma
Koltinsky is visiting friends at
Waterproof, La.
• • •
Jan. 2, 1925. In Stevens, of
Chicago, spent the holidays with
friends and relatives in this city.
In was formerly a Princeton boy
but now is employed by the Jos.
E. Nelson Construction Co. with
headquarters in Chicago.
• • •
Jan. 6, 1925. Messrs. Charlie
Crider, Sr., Charlie Crider, Jr.,
John Ed Young and Euclid Quertermous expect to leave Monday
for Florida. They will go overland.
• • •
Jan. 6, 1925, Miss Robert Lee
Beck and Miss Mary Bell Lowery returned to Lexington Sunday. They are attending the University.
•

•

•

elated over the fact that they had
paid all claims presented, thereby
leaving the County Board out of
debt.
• • •
Jan. 9, 1925. Master Hearne
Harralson, the eldest son of Judge
and Mrs. Harrailson left Wednesday afternoon for Lebanon, Tenn.,
to enter the Castle Heights Military Training School.
• • •
Jan. 23, 1925. Attorney C. A.
Pepper is Caldwell's new county
attorney, having been sworn in
Tuesday.
• • •
Jan. 23, 1925. Miss Dorothy
Deen has an abeess in her throat.
Mr. Ben D. Landes is taking her
place in the graded school while
she is ill.
• • •
Jan. 23, 1925. Miss Grace Winstead, of New York, is here on a
visit to her mother, Mrs. Johnnie
Winstead.
• • •
Jan. 27, 1925. Princeton can
now boasts of a Kiwanis Club.
Fifty business and professional
men, members of the Marion Klwanis Club attended the organizational meeting and banquet of
the Princeton Club, held at the
Henrietta Hotel, Friday evening.

FIRST BAPTIST
Jan. 9, 1925. The Caldwell
County Board of Education met
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
in regular session last Monday.
9:53 a. tn. Sunday School
The members were very much
10:39 a. m. Morning Service
6:15 p.m. Training Union
the rector to let him know if he
Banker Finds Success
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
heard of any opportunities.)
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, By Joining A Church
3. Never ask for a job outright.
7:30 p. m.
'Miami, Fla. — (AP) — William Get a friend to recommend you.
Mark Brown, who founded 02 He can tell of your good points
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
corporations and several banks, without bragging; you can't.
PRINCETON
CHURCH Or THE IMMACU- says his first rule of success is
4. Make friends. Friendship is
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL- to belong to a church.
more valuable than money.
But that doesn't mean the 89INGTON
5. Don't stop to think how you
First, third and fifth Sundays, year old capitalist expected the are going 'to do a thing if it is in
Almighty to do his working or line with your main goal.
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays, thinking for him. He says he at6. Don't be afraid to change jobs
tended the Episcopal Church in or localities if the new change
Mass at 10:00 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock. his home town of Springfield, lies in the direction of your main
Mass., "because my folks did. But goal. (He went from his real esOUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS- making friends with the rector tate and insurance job to a railPITAL CHAPEL
was my own idea."
road job in Florida.)
First, third and fifth Sundays,
That friendship paid off when
7. Never work for anyone else
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
the rector, transferred to Utica, if you can go into business for
Second and fourth Sundays, N. Y., heard of an opening in a yourself. (With James Pritchard,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
real estate and insurance firm he started his first bank in Titusand got the job for Brown.
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
- ville, Fla., although neither had
That started Brown on his way any capital. They agreed that "a
Rev. William Borntraeger is
pastor and the Rev. Richard to wealth. He left for Utica with- bank is not money; a bank is conout capital or influence. In ten fidence." Capital soon flowed in
Clements is assistant pastor.
years, he had learned enough and they organized other banks
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
about real estate, insurance, rail- in the state, including the first
(Roy Francis, Jr., pastor)
roading and banking to start sev- one in Miami.)
Sunday School every Sunday eral corporations and four
8. New transportation, whether
banks.
afternoon at 2:30.
The 52 corporations he founded by rail, water, highway or air,
Preaching every second and were mostly enterprises which
extends opportunity to: the courfourth Sunday afternoons at helped the newly-founded city of ageous.
(Brawn invested freely
2:30.
Miami.
in transportation industries.)
Prayer meeting every SaturH i s second, third and fourth
9. When loss threatens, and it
day at 7:30 p. m.
success rules are closely related often threatens opportunists no
to the first:
matter how well they plain, stall
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
2. Be an opportunist. (He asked for time. Then use this time reRev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor
sourcefully.
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30 FREDONIA BAPTIST
10. Marry a partner who bea. Tn.
Rev. W. B. Watts, Pastor
lieves in you and won't pull
Sunday School-9:45 a. in.
Services every Sunday. 11:00
against you when you take chanMorning Worship 11 a. m.
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
ces in changing jobs or going into
Training Union-6 p. m.
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
business deals.
Evening Worship--7 p. tn.
Training Union 6:30 p. in.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
7 p. In.
FREDONI k CUMBERLAND
PENTICOSTAL HOLINFRS
PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. W. E. Cunningham, pastor
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
Morning Worship 11:00 cm.
Youth Fellowship, 6:15 p. in.
By Dr. W. L. Cash
Young People's Service 6:00
Preaching each first and third
(County Health Director)
p.m.
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
Last year 1,073 Kentuckians
Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. in.
died of tuberculosis. Of these,
Wednesday evening
prayer
five were from Caldwell county,
service 7:00 p.m.
FREDONIA FIRST
according to Dr. W. L. Cash,
PRESBYTERIAN
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Health Officer.
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Ralph McConnell, pastor
"Because Kentucky's tuberPrayer service 'red. 7:00 p. m.
Preaching services every secculosis death rate is so high —
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m. CHURCH OF CHRIST
third in the nation—citizens
and 7 p. us.
should be especially generous in
202 West Locust Street
Pzayer meeting every Thurspurchasing Christmas seals," Dr.
Lige Cook, Minister,.
day night at 7 p. m.
Bible study Sunday, 10:00 a.m. Cash points out. He urged that
Sunday school every Sunday
Preaching and communion each the Santa on the 1951 Christmas
morning at 10 a. m.
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
seals accompany every piece of
Training Union 6 p. m.
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
Christmas mail going from homes
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m.
over the Commonwealth, "to let
CUMBERLAND
others know that you are helpPRESBYTERIAN
EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
ing to do something about KenRev. Earl Phelps, Pastor
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
tucky's nurfiber one communicaSunday School, 9:45 a. m.
Preaching each first and third ble disease problem."
Morning Worship, 11 a. in.
p.m.
a.m.
and
7:15
Sunday,11:00
According to Dr. E. R. Gernert,
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
Sunday School every Sunday president of the Kentucky TuEvening Worship, 7:30 p. in.
10:00 a. m.
berculosis Association and CliniPrayer meeting every WednesPrayer meeting each Wednes- cian for the Kentucky State Deday at 7:45 p. m.. followed by day preceding first and third Sun- partment of Health,
seals have
choir rehearsal.
been mailed to approsimartely
BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
350,000 homes over the state.
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH Rev. Wade Cunningham, Pastor
From their sale, the Association
1Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Services every Sunday, 11:00
needs to raise $250,000 for mediServices every second Saturday a. m. and 7:00 p. m.
cal research, case-finding and tunight, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
Sunday School every Sunday at
berculosis education.
at 11 a. m.
10:00 a. m.
Ninety-four cents out of every
Sunday School at 10 a.m, and
Prayer service, Wednesday dollar
raised by the seal sale reservices on fourth Sunday at 11 7:00 p. m.
mains in Kentucky for use in
a. in. and 7:30 p. m.
Services each Saturday before
carrying out local and state tusecond Sunday, 2:30 p. m.
berculosis programs. Mrs. Billie
DONALDSON BAPTIST
T. Gresham is chairman of the
CRESWELL BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
sale in Caldwell county.
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
Sunday School, 10 a. m. •
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
, Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
During flight at tremendous
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00
*ening Worship, 7:45 p. m.
speeds, "outerskin" temperature
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
a. ITI•
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:16 of missiles rises to as much as
Prayer meeting, Wed„ 7:45 p.m.
1,500 degrees, the heat increasing
P. m.
FREDONIA PENTECOSTAL
as much as 80 per cent FahrenRev. Opal Miller, pastor
GENERAL BAPTIST
heit per second.
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Rev. Carroll Yarbrough, Pester
Sunday School every Sunday,
WHITE SULPHUR
9:45 a. m.
Shirley
DeBell,
Rev.
Minister
Worship Service every Sunday,
Sunday School-10:00 a. m.
11:00 a. m. and 7: p. m.
Ed Young, Supt.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:30 For coughs and bronchitis due to colds
Morning Service-11:00 a. in.
p.m.
you can now get t'rcomulsion specially
•
Training Union-6:30 p. m.
prepared for Children in a new pink
VET
MT.
OLI
GENERAL
and
blue package and he sure:
Everett Hogan, Director
(I) Your child will like it.
BAPTIST
Evening Service-7:30 p. m.
(2) It contains only safe, proven
Rev. C A. Travis, Pastor
ingredients.
Hour of Prayer—WednesdayRegular services every fourth
(3) It contains no narcotics to dis700 n m.
Sunday School 10:00 a. m. ev- turb nature's processes.
Attend the church where you
(4) it will aid nature to soothe and
ery Sunday.
will receive a cordial welcome.
heal raw, tender, inflamed throat and
bronchial membranes, thus relievieg
The meat of the waterbuck is the cough and promoting rest and
SECOND BAPTIST
not very palatable. The natives damp. Ask for Creomulsion for ChilRev. H. D. Knight, pastor
in the African Sudan use only dless is the pink and blue packap.
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
the horns as musical instruments
Morning worship 11 a. in.
Each ton of newsprint requires
Training Union I p. m.
373k pounds of sulphur in its
Evening worship 7 p.
MOW al* OM MR MO Insolla
niantaaCture
Wednesday setvIce 7 p. M.

Five Die In 1950
In County From TB
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ATTEND CHURCH SUNDAY
This Series of Ads is Being Published Each Week in The Princeton Leader As A Public
Service By The Following Business Establishments:
McConnell Electric Co.
266 W. MARKET

DIAL 2001

Wadlington Service Sta.

Mitchell Bros. Pltimbing

STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Princeton, Ky.
Dial 23411

& Heating Company
Princeton, Es.

Federated Store
PRINCETON, KY.

Cedar Bluff Stone Co., Inc.
PRINCETON, KY.

B. N. Lusby
132 E. MAIN

DIAL 3141

Gardner White

Princeton Tire &
Recapping Co.
Complete Tire Service
Guaranteed Recapping and
,
Vulcanizing
PHONE 2819 211 N. HARRISON

Citizens Ice Company
Steger Lumber Company
'From a splinter t3 a carload"

PHILCO APPLIANCES
Phone 2787

--

Pelmets's, Ky.

PHONE 2061-2062

Coleman & Son
General Blacksmithing & Welding
:et Washington - Princeton, 1( y-

of CO

PRINCETON, KT.

Now TRY THIS
For

er Th
en's

Rowland Motor Co.
pedge-Plymouth-Sales-Serviee

Kentucky Utilities Co.
PRINCETON, KY.

P. 0. Box 231

Washington & Jefferson
DIAL 3075

Phone 2558

PRINCETON, KY.

Princeton Hotel &
Coffee Shoppe
PRINCETON, KY.

and the cos

Bodenhamer Cleaners
244 E. MAIN

DIAL 3711
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Hollowell's
114 E. MAIN
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Hearing Aid - Batteries all Makes
DIAL 3534
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United States, you ate an Atter!. lished by the New Jersey Educacan citizen," is no answer—not tional Review.
"Certain inalienable, rights have
for a child of today. He wants to
know WHY he should be proud of been granted and preserved for
the tact. Once pride in his coun- us throughout the glorious history
try is instilled In him, the willing- of our nation," may the Beck(By David Taylor Mark.)
ness to become a GOOD citizen
with,, "and if they are to be
"What's a citizen, Daddy?"
follows naturally.
preserved for our posteriyouf child asks one day, and you
This was the conclusion of Mr. further
awaken to the danhave to stop and think because and Mrs. Douglas Beckwith of ty, we must
gers that threaten them. Large
it is so many things.
Little Falls, N. J., winners of a
segments Of our population have
"Because you were born in the prize-winning essay just repubbeen lulled into .a lethargy regarding active citizenship; they
expect all sorts of guarantees and
7410aGtd?
handouts by their government.
.540/6/2eGt9 ,
'The younger generations have
Find out who sells it by looking in the
grown up in Just such a national
environment; they are prone to
follow the 'something-for-nothing' trail and are thus easy marks
for slick operators who seek to
replace Americanism with Comof Your Telephone Directory
munism, Socialism, Fascism or
other 'isms' which don't measure
up to our American way of life.
"The most important lesson in
citizenship has been overlooked.
The youth of our nation have
learned that as Americans they
have certain rights and freedoms
few of them realize, however,
that for every one of the privileges there is a corresponding
duty. We, then, should take stock
of ourselves and show by precept
and example that we recognize
the duties, Obligations and responsibilities which we awe in
return for our 'Bill of Rights'."
The Becicwiths point out a
higher regard for the processes of
government can be instilled in
our youth if we as citizens vote
as intelligently as possible and
respect and support public officers in the honest performance of
their duties.
We enjoy the freedoms of religion, speech and press, but do
we respect the other fellow's
right to the same privileges?,
they ask. "Within the family circle a child can soon learn to be
tolerant of the religious beliefs
of his neighbors. It can be pointed out that while others may
worship the same God in different ways, we have chosen the way
that satisfies us best.
'The radio and the newspaper
bring into every home a roost understandable demonstration of
the freedoms of speech and press.
Discussion in the home of the
pros and cons of controversial issues will instill in the child the
responsibilities of thinking before
expressing his views and also to
give consideration to the views
and opinions of others. The child
carries with it the duty of offering constructive criticism."
constructive criticism."
One of the rights easily understood by a child is the right to
own persona,' property. When we
teach him to respect the rights
and property of others, he is
learning one of the most important duties of citizenship, they say.
It's the most natural thing in
the world for children to imitate
their parents, say the Becicwiths.
Parents should realize and faithfully practice the duties of citizenship if they expect their children to follow those' tendencies.
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You'll Find Our Store Filled
With Wonderful laft Ideas
To Help You Say
-Merry Christmas"

The beautifully sheer,
perfectly fashioned nylons that every woman
loves ... in all the wonderful winter shades.
2
Buy them
by the box*"P # le,up
3 Pairs To Box

TOWEL SETS—Colorful
and • most appreciated
gift. As always BARNES
offers you the loveliest
In towel sets.

BLANKETS—A wonder
ful gifts with years of use
to remind of your
thoughtfulness. See our
big colorful variety.

on

COSTUME JEWELRY—
Thrills her and adds a
dazzling to 'h to her
loveliest cost YAWS.

The kind she wears so

HANDKERCHIEFS—
Frilly and feminine. Always a welcome Christmas gift! Select tomorrow from our varied ar
ray.

well with sults ... in all
of her favorite styles and
colors. Many lovely .y.
Ions, both short sieve and
long sleeve. Designed by
famous manufacturers.

en's Rubber Boots
LACE —16" TOP
OYS' PLAIN
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ubber Boots
en's Boots
en's Hip Boots

AIR STORE

"

A tip to last-minute shoppers

ARROW GIFTS

"EXPANDABLE HOUSES"
The University of Kentucky's
Experiment Station has developed
plans for an "expandable house"
for farm families. Arrangements
allow rooms to be added as the
family increases in size. T w o
plans have been made for basic
units of 34 by 30 feet and 32 by
28 feet, before additions are
made. Drawings show floor plans
and the outside appearance of the
completed houses. Interested farm
families should see their county
agent.

gift "take
ARROW WHITE SHIRT'S. No man's of gleamcouple
in" is ever complete without • whites
in •
come
Arrow
ing Arrow white shirts!
They're Mitogalarge selection of collar styles.
".lahelea
tailored for perfect fit and "Ssnforised French
(shrinkage less than 1%). Regular mid
3.95
cuts.
An intro
ARROW SOLID-COLOR SHIRTS.
Pick ost as
mete of Christmas cheer and *elm!give his best.
Anew shirt in • color than will
Arrow
looking salt • new lift. Wide choke of
3.95
cellar styles.

and the cost is low...it's

things you buyi
up far lass than most

telephone?
done like your
what gets things
Busy days! And
you
nation,
street or across the
Downtown, across the
you need,
things
the
need to reach--order
reach the people you
leaving
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telephone is at your
day or night, your
Anytime,
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convenience!
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ARROW TIES. Perfect gift for any man stripes,
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stant,
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1.50 up.
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"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"
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er, Mrs. James Roser at 2:20 p.m.
December 2.
Purpose of the meeting was to
organize a sewing project group.
of St. Paul's 4-H The group plans to meet with Mrs.
school each Tuesday
with their sewing lead- Roser after

4-H Club
Sewing Group

to sew and receive Instructions.
Members of the "Needle Workers" are Mary Elizabeth Hazzard,
Janice Nichols, Violet Berkley,
Carol Nichols, Patricia Nelson,
Melva Williamson, Patricia Field,

"Svalberd"—"Land of the Cold
and
peanut butter sandwiches
Coast't—is the ancient Norse
like it.
name for Spitaborgen.
Daddy skips the necessity for
In the early days ships went
orlaundering and ironing the
Spitsbergen for whales, later
to
clean
gandy curtains. He doesn't
furs. Today, they go for coal.
for
suit
the cellar. He drops his own
way
off at the cleaner's on the
(By Cynthia Lowry)
it
to the train—and doesn't leave
it
es,
World's Finest Qiielitp
magazin
s
women'
The
for Mother to do. He also picks
Diamond Rings awast
seems, have a fascination for up his own clothes as he goes
per selection at •
humorously critical stories writ- along—and hanging them up in
t
constan
the
tes
ten by men describing how, the closet elimina
for pressing which is
when the wife was in the hospital necessity
Your
wife's time-consuming
his
of
one
for a couple of weeks, they were
, apparently,
doesn't
He
chores.
Headquarters
able to turn housekeeper and
think it necessary to iron the
cook for the family in 15 minn's clothes. A thorough
For
childre
utes or so a day.
housecleaning, including taking
Most of these guys, who pick
the rugs outside, is something
up from $75 to $1,500 for these
that is postponed until after the
alThey
rs.
Phone 3:1126
enginee
are
pieces,
HopkInaville Rd.
emergency is over.
they
that
ly
careful
explain
Princeton, Ky.
ways
a
proving
he's
all,
of
Most
had long thought that the little
point, coping with an unusual
woman had been operating the
situation and he's all fired up
home in a highly inefficient manenthusiasm for showing off.
with
e
ner. And that if the averag busihad to do the same jet day
he
If
sness were run on such a catch-a
out—and this includes
RHINESTONES
day
In,
catch-can basis, the firm would
own ash trays—one
his
ng
emptyi
be in bankruptcy at the end of
wonders if he would bring the
add costume glitter
a few months.
speed, zest and superior atsame
They also keep charts and time
titude to his job.
graphs on thei r flyers into
Personally, I'm patiently waitin
deexplain
They
eping.
houseke
ing for the appearance, in a man's
cut
to
able
were
they
tail how
magazine, of a piece writteji by
10 minutes from the time it takes
wife telling how she was able
a
corthe
to make a bed by taping
go into his office and effect
to
ners down and sheared another
pretty sensational econosome
two hours from the work week
of time and personnel. It
mies
by doing the weekly shopping at
prdbably be used as
would
the very time the laundry was in
for divorce.
s
ground
the washing machine.
Dusting and carpet-sweeping is
really nothing, they explain, and Play Tools Should Be
can be done with the right hand A Challenge To Kiddies
A. HANISH I Itt 10000
Weikilmo Rio.. 50.00
while the left hand—which is
equipplay
of
kind
200.00
The right
S. CMAIION
completely useless during this
child,
a
Al,. $100'. 2475
amuses
not only
ment
.
ng
pillows
sofa,
period—is plumpi
WNW*.limp 12-50
but challenges him, according to
They always boast about their
C.CASALOMA 300.00
of the UK
Imlay
e
Florenc
Miss
Al,. $125
7time-saving in cooking. Get a
College of Agriculture and Home
Weddhig Ring 75.00
pound roast—and it's usually pot40000
S. MIX
Economics. Is it safe and durable;
roast, which they seem to think
Weêdag Itloy 125.00
child's interest;
the
hold
it
will
is an economy cut but now is alwill it stimulate thought and ac-'
most the price of a standing roast
tion; i,s it adapted to the age and
—.and cook it on Sunday. Then
Every keepsake center diamond is seability of the child? These are
for the next week, heat up slices
some of the questions to be anby experts from the world's finest
lected
pobaked
Have
in
gravy.
of meat
swered before buying toys.
y
up
gem diamonds and is GUARANclean
qualit
can
you
tatoes, because
"Play Equipment for Boys and
ECT by the famous Keepsake
the kitchen and scrub the bathPERF
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r
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Girls", is a new 12-page
room floor while they are bakg our signature.
bearin
icate
Certif
which may be had free from ofSway her heart with these gift.
ing. Skip vegetables and salad-agents, or
home
or
of
county
fices
who likes them? If you plan to
rapturous rhinestone beauties.
from the college, Lexington, Ky.
wash dishes only once a week—
They will odd a note of splenor better still use paper plates—
SOME PLAIN TALK
dor on all her smart costume&
you can save endless time.
Nest Door To Princess Theatre
Omaha — (AP) — The "Air
At the end of these condescendpubing articles, the individual wom- Impulse", weekly newspaper
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Base
an reader has a tendency to be lished at Offutt Air Force
dona-,
blood
for
d
appeale
here,
m. and Wertinferthe
fighting mad, because
Open Mondays tUl 3 p. m., Saturdays till
ence is, obviously, that she's an lions in language fighting men'
days till 6 p. as.
idiot who hasn't the wg to figure understand. At the bottom of the Princeton, Ky.
Dial 3211
out how to run through these newspaper page was the single
simple chores fast. Or that she line:
"It is better to give than remust be deceiving her lord and
master into thinking she's slav- ceive—blood."
ing over a hot stove or pushing
Falcon Island in the South Paa mop when actually she's lolling
around listening to ioap operas cific disappears sit intervals of
or entertaining_ her chums at ca- years without regard for geonasta every afternoon (canasta graphers. The scientific explana
seems to have taken the place of tion is that Falcon Island is probridge among the exposers of the duced by intermittent eruptions
of an underwater volcano.
housewife).
A student of these articles is
AS CHRISTMAS
entitled to a little righteous assger. For instance, even if the auAPPROACHES
thor is the father of six or seven
children, they always seem to be
in age brackets where it's okay
from
for daddy to hustle off to the office and leave them to their own
dealing
devices. They never have to hire
an "accommodator." When Mothwith
er is home, she usually hustles
men
the kids a hot lunch. When Daddy is gathering material for the
we
piece which is going to pay
Mother's hospital bill, they take
think
Complete Insurance Service
Mary Bee Schwab, Mary Ann
111 West Market St.
they
Kevil, and Mary Ruth Nelson.
MARK CUNNINGHAM
would
The next meeting will be held
Tuesday. December 11.
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Ferguson Tractors

ITEMS
IF YOU HAVEN'T SEEN OUR CHRISTMAS
WE INVITE YOU TO DO SO

RIBBONS
BLOOMING PLANTS
DECORATIONS
HOUSE PLANTS
CANDLES
POTTERY
DOLLS
PLAINT STANDS
BRASS & COPPER

n
For The Mantel And Door -- Dish Garde
rs
Flowe
Cut
Greens, Novelty And

BLOOMING PLANTS

CUT FLOWERS

CORSAGES

tmas Air
Send Flowers, The Gift With a Chris

H. TEMPLETON, Florist

WE PAY HIGH

for: Horses,
E OPERATE SANI
•* BEDS. PRO
Also Pick Up Sm.

UCKY R
PHONE 369
We Pay All
We Mee

GARNETT JEWELERS

WALKER'S

Drugs & Jewelry

One Block North of Butler High School

Announcing

Memorial Wreaths
Choose yours from our large stock of arrangements, representing t h e best
wreath makers in the land. A n d of
course our own hand made originals,
famous for years throughout this area.

Another famous product to our
line. NATIONAL GREETING
CARDS for all occasions. They
are pretty, unique, reasonable
in price and the patterns are
constantly re-newed.

A. H. TEMPLETON

A. H. TEMPLETON
FLORIST

FLORtST

Crosley American
Way Contest Winner

WHAT'S ON A . . .

MAN'S MIND

1494951
This beautiful
Food Freezer
end effort in

Ardel HAI 14i
Cita Colik Fool

like

TO BE ANNOUNCED IN OUR STORE SATURDAY
Dec. 15th 7:00 P. M.

WINNER TO BE AWARDED A $300 MERCHANDISE
CERTIFICATE AND $100 DONATED TO HIS
FAVORITE CHURCH OR CHARITY
SAVE $60.00
This Giant
10-ft.
Shelvador
Only

Seuti'llos

$219.95
Was
$279.95

AUCTION SALE
Thursday—Dec. 20
10:30 A.M.

tanfoyment,
pleasure

At my farm 1 mile from Flatrock (good road) all
my household furniture and farming tools consisting of 1 new refrigerator, 2 antique flax
wheels, antique dressers, tables and many other
antiques.
Lots of Blacksmith tools of all kinds
Lots of Farming tools
Guns, dishes and many other things too numerous to mention.

4389'
For •

22-lb. Freezer
Flexible Shelves
2-Giant Crispers
Leg Levelers
5-Year Warranty

CROSLEY
GIVES YOU THE

SHELVADOR

EASY
TERMS

Sale Rain or Shine
TERMS: CASH

Auctioneer

lag, this
i$1 hos,

fv. the
mak •

remote soothe*

(By Jim Thomas)
Bay, Calif. — A scienudy of the "least known
In the world" has been
because of arguments
a se id

It's a cooperative study, initiated by the California Fish and
Game Department and involving
scientists from Several universities, government agencies and a
number of private citizens who
just pitched in to help.
Officially the study is the
"Abalone Tagging Program" of
the Bureau of Marine Fisheries of
the Fish and Game Department.
Actually it involves the whole
gamut of science concerned with
the underwater life along t he
'coastline.

for: Horses, Cows and Hogs
E OPERATE SANITARY TRUCKS WITH LEAKF BEDS. PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE
Also Pick Up Small Animals Free Of Charge
--CALL--

PHONE 3698, PRINCETON, KY.
We Pay All Phone Charges - -.
We Meet All Competition

Women in
When t h e Spaniards reached
North Americana'
BroadbIll into a research vessel
The program had Its inception abalone steaks.
1517, they Southwestern
in
peninsula
Yucatan
abashout
enout
Gate,
find
to
flat rock inn,
and set out
South of the Golden
on
early là leSl, ashen the California
corn
grind
found that turkeys had been dometates.
Legislature got tired of listening trance to San Francisco Bay, lones in their home territory.
called
mesticated there by the Indians.
to continual, bitter and largely commercial divers can take aba- Capt. Thomas Revels is skipper.
To fulfill the legislative direcpointless arguments on whether lones for the markets, but the
VIENCIVIENNENK
or not the northern California area north of the Gate has been tive, the tagging program must
(By Hanna Neuerbourg)
coast should be opened to com- closed to commercial diving. It provide an accurate survey of
Frankfurt, Germany — Johann
was the efforts of the market abalone population, both in the
mercial abalone diving.
that shallow waters reached by sports Geiger, 72, lives its a' home that
the
north
to
invade
divers
For the abalone—one of t h e
the directive for divers arid in the deeper areas has survived a dozen wars—and
sea's great epicurean treats—is brought about
to
Tagging Program.
the
Abalone
reached by commercial divers he thinks It has a chance even
the snail in question. And the
an atomic attack.
withstand
it
And
sea
equipment.
deep
with
Fish
the
The directive required
orthern California coast—from
With his wife, former locka behavior pattern
odega Bay to Crescent City—is and Game Department to deter- must establish
smith Geiger occupies the Eschenmine whether the abalone popu- for the slow moving snails.
he unknown land.
heimer Turn, a watchtower more
lation north of the Golden Gate • Those opposed to commercial
Scientificelly described as •
than 500 years old, which stands
commer- diving argue that offshore abasurvive
to
was
sufficient
arine gastropod or mollusk, the
lones move into the shallows In the midst of a busy Frankfort
cial diving.
balone is simply a big saltwater
HARDWARE
each year to repopulate the areas Circle.
was
somerequest
the
Fulfilling
-nail. But, cut from his halfshell,
He moved into the tower in
thinned out by the sports divers.
BRASS FIRE SETS
water
live
in
else.
Abalones
thing
Heed and fried in batter, the
But no one really knows whether 1942, when its former resident,
BETTER HOMES AND GARDEN
• balone is one of the most delic- up to 100 feet or more deep and the abalones move in or out, or a friend of his, resettled in the
HANDY MAN BOOK
census
their
to
take
way
ious of all sea foods. Hundreds the only
countryside.
whether they move at all.
BRASS DOOR KNOCKERS
said
idea,"
lucky
a
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f thousands of persons dive into is down where they live.
"It
Capt. Reveia and his crew dive
ELECTRIC DRILLS
So Richard Croker, chief of the
he icy Pacific waters along the
for abalones as often as the Geiger.
DELTA POWER TOOLS
About a year later, Allied
alifornia coast when the tide is Bureau of Marine Fisheries, con- weather per mits underwater
scarrs LAWN SEED
ow to obtain a few of the prized verted t h e 36-foot patrol boat, work. But instead of sending the planes first raided the city and by
100
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than
more
the
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end
the
HOUSEWARES
delicacies recovered to the marbombs had fallen in a radket, a bright plastic disc is at- heavy
COSCO TABLES AND STOOLS
How To Get Positive Quick Relief
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from
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tached to each shell and the abaREVERWARE
From Stomach Trouble With The NEW
Some bombs missed by only
lone is carefully put back in
PYREX WARE
HARVEY STOMACH TREATMENT
did
not
but
they
yards
three
the same place from which he
BISSELL SWEEPERS
shake the stone walls which are
of the
was taken.
It is made up of four different medicines. One
CLOTHES HAMPERS
10 feet thick. The basement served
are
belladonna.
dive
of
each
is
operations
ingredients
The
main
DL9HES AND SILVER
as an air raid shelter for the
carefully recorded as to location,
We guarantee this wonderful medicine to relieve ulcer
RUBBERMAID WARE
and 100 neighbors.
Geigers
pep
of
lack
and
nervous
belchy,
cons,
gassy,
temperature
depth, water
pain, and that acid,
GADGETS AND NOVELTIES
start at 30
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preparation
stomach
other
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with
struction and kind of
feeling. Compare its price
and have a
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above
feet
the
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telling
office
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of
size
strata, plant growth, and
SPORTING GOODS
Many testimonials come into
'picturesque, flower- decorated
abalone tagged. Subsequent dives,
blessed relief that users have obtained. They have also
BASKETBALL GOALS
are
three
rooms,
There
balcony.
Trouble.
carefully checked against the recfound Harvey Tablets have relieved Gall Bladder
BASKETBALLS
all built in different styles in
ords, show what the abalone are
Start this treatment today. Sold only at—
ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT
the course of history, and each is
doing.
HUNTING CLOTHES
landing.
different
a
on
Col. Lee 0. Miles, Reveia's
GUNS AND RIFLES
Until a century ago, tower resibiologist, switched his gathering
FISHING EQUIPMENT
a bell hourly to
to
toll
had
dents
from the shoreline to the 50 and
EVINRUDE MOTORS
prove to citizens that they were
LARSON BOATS
staying awake and keeping watch

Watchtower Tenant
Ready For A-Bombs

Christmas Cheer
will be yours when
you give a gift from
CAYCE-YOST

against foes and robbers. The
Eschenheimer Turn originally
was part of the city wall which
girded medieval Frankfurt.
"In return for their guard duty,
the residents did not have to pay
renew" said Geiger. "I am no
guard and therefore the city
charges me 40 marks ($9.52) a
month."

mond is world's finest
s GUARANI'S Keepsake
urc.

BEAUTY
IN THEIR GLEAMING WHITE
GIVE THESE G.E APPLIANCES

$49495i

G-E Refrigerator.
This beautiful, efficient, economical
you time, money
save
will
n
Combinatio
Food Freezer
HIS sq. H. Shelf Area.
kitchen
the
in
and effort

Here's the famous G-E front•opening, top•loading undercounter
Dishwasher with spray-rub action,
dish.
threo power rinses for quick
s'^ -3

TOYS
AMERICAN TOYS AS SEEN IN
DOLLS AND DISHES
TRICYCLES AND TRAINS
COWBOY SUITS
GAMES AND MODEL TOYS

APPLIANCES
DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINES
HOOVER VACUUM CLEANERS
YOUNGSTOWN KITCHENS
SUNBEAM SMALL APPLIANCES
EASY WASHERS
FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES

100 foot depths. Capt Tom sends
up anything unusual he sees on
the bottom, from rocks to new
forms of algae and star-fish The
specimens are preserved and
sent to scientists by Col. Miles.
Already several types of algae, or
kelp, hitherto unknown on the
north California coast have been
identified, and one type of coralline, apparently never named before, has been found.
One of the scientists helping
classify the specimens Riveia
finds is Dr. Irene McCulloch, marine biologist of the University of
Southern California. Several of
Dr. McCulloch's associates also
help with the work, as well as
scientists from the University of
California, the Scripps Institute
of Oceanography, the Pacific Marine Station of the College of
Pacific, The California Academy
of Sciences, the Coast and Geodetic Survey and the Bureau of
Mines.

FURNITURE
SUITES FOR ANY ROOM
ANTIQUE LAMPS
CHAIRS AND HASSOCKS
BEDSPREADS
ZENITH TELEVISION
MAC GEE CARPETS

17,298 Different Gifts.
I. Hopitinsville It's

MAKER RefrigeraThis popular G-E SPACE
budget low.
lor will keep the family
14.2 sq. ft. Shelf Area.

DIFFERENT TO DRIVE
CARS SO WONDERFULLY
THEY BRING YOU A

NEW KIND

food
For real family economy and
year-round
give
will
Freezer
maloyment, this G-E Food
Holds 389 lbs.
pleasure. Saves on food bills.

Fgr _that "Quick Clean" Washing with Big.
Family Capacity, you can't
beat this G-E Wringer
Washer.

This G-E Electric Sink combines
dishwashing
in one unit the finest in automatic
the kitchen for
and a smart cabinet sink. Glorify
Mother and the whole family.

A More Powerful
Windsor "6"
is inThe famous Spitfile engineHydracreased in slate and power.Electric
guide Power Steering,
Window Lifts. •vailablie at ISextra
and
coat.(Windsor Body Styles:Coupe,
il-Passanger Sedans, Club
Windsor
Town 4 Country Wagon.
DeLuze: A- Pam.Sedan,Conuerdble
Coupe, Newport Coupe.)

thrifty cookPer speedy, tasty,
Rang*
Stratoliner
ing, this G-E
drooling
will have the family
Deluxe Autofor the turkey.
matte Electric Rang*.

Give the kitchen a
member of the
every
and
treat
real
garbage
carrying
from
relief
family
DISPOSAll.
with a G-E Garbage

S. Seminary St.

This G-E ironer with table
and cover: $76.85 value at
price of ironer.

Mother will hove no washwith
day blues or drudgery after Christmas
fine per-

this fast action, damp-drying,
forming G-E Automatic Washer.

•Meaufecturer's Reconamemied prices

Phone 2081

The Brillion.
zig H.P. Saratoga V4
Firelles spectacular Chrysler
Power engine on 125% wheelbase.
Drive.
Power brakes, Fluid -Mali,
Electric
Bydraguids Steering, -Torque
Window Lifts. Fluid
103 n
equipment.
Drive, the extra
,,1
II-Pam. Sedans, Club Coupe, TOt.
•Country Wacon.)

The Distinguished
New Yorker
13114' wheelbase. 180 horsepower.
All-new Interior Tailoring. Power
brakes, Fluid-Matic Drive. Power
Steering, Fluid-Torque Drive,
Electric Window Lifts. as extra
equipment. (6-Pass. Sudan, ('onvert/6k C-oups, Newport Coupe.)
The Magnificent Imperial
Peerlees new leader of the world's
fine cane. 180 H.P.—and more.
Electric Window Lifts standard,
Hydraguide Steering, Fluid.
TorqueDrive standard on Crown
Imperial. available on other models. New airplane-type Disc Brakes
on Crown Imperial. (Impend/
in 6-Passen5er Sedan or
Newport Coupe, Crown
Immo-sal in FI-Pamenger
Sedan and Lemousine.)

POWER STEERING
AMERICA'S
control ... hydraulic
New in sefety. saw,
4 IS of thr work!
dose
power witornatically

Pilt8T

W. Main Street

Princeton, Ky.

ot

DIE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON. KENTUCKY
Headquarters for Home
Furnishings
Give Something for the
Home this Christmas. .
We now have grand sweetmeat
of many items most available as
Gifts for all members of the
Family.
LIVING ROOM SUITES
by Kroehler
BEDROOM SUITES—that are
new and different
DINING Ss DINETTE
of ,distinction
CEDAR CHESTS • LOUNGE
CHAIRS • HASSOCKS
LOVELY TABLE Sr FLOOR
LAMPS • CARD TABLES
BEAUTIFUL COCKTAIL
TABLES • LAMP TABLES
Lots of useful items for the
Kiddies
Bed Spreads • Soft Pillows
• Pin Up Lamps

CH'S in Hopkinsville

Pa
IL

KEACH FURNITURE COMPANY
(Incorporated)

"The Big Store -- Shop All 10 Floors"

RETAIL MERCHANT STORES
Will Remain Open to 8 P. M. Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Monday,
December 20 through December 24
for the convenience of Christmas
Shoppers. Stores will close Tuesday,
December 25, and Tuesday, January 1.
Merchants request that shoppers pick
up their lay-aways at the different
stores by closing time December 24.

RETAIL MERCHANTS
ASSOCIATION

Seal Sale Drive
Reaches $241 Mark

Roy Edward Lowery.
Funeral services for Roy Edward Lowery, 40, resider* of
Caldwell county, are to be held
M 1:80 p. m, today at White Sul-

Quota For Caldwell Is
$1,000; Money Received
To Date Exceeds 1950
The Christmas Seal Sole Drive
which began in Caldwell county
November 17, has reached the
$247 mark of the $1000 quota, reports Mrs. Billie T. Gresham,
campaign chairman.
In 1950 by December 1, Mrs.
Gresham States, only $175 in
seals had been purchased.
In a statement issued for publication William Green, president
of the American Federation of
Labor said, "It is an established
fact that tuberculosis can be cured
if taken in the early stseges; that
It is not hereditary; that it is a
chronic, communicable disease;
and that it kills more people than
all other infectious diseases cornbined. It is at the same time
heartening to realize that progress in the campaign against the
disease has resulted in a drop in
the death rate from tuberculosis
of 85 per cent since the beginning of the regular drive to sthmp
out this plague. This has meant
a saving of 5 million lives during
the past 50 years, based on the
mortality rate at the time the
drive began."

phur Church, by Rev. Lewis.
Burial is to be in Meeks' Cemetery. Funeral arrangements are
under the direction of Morgans
Funeral Home.

PHOTO FAN

Mr. end Mrs. Howlett Morgan, were Sunday visitors at
MT. Lowery who had for some
time been a spar-miner in this Glenda and Mrs. Robert Morgan 'Claus, Indiana.
vicinity died at his home Tuesday morning. He is survived by
two sisters, Mrs. Lacey Hamby
and 'Mrs. Bradley Dalton, and a
brother, Hugh Lowery, all of
Caldwell county.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Hartvill, Eddyville road, were visitors in
Nashville Friday.

Band Head
.0 $100 By
,ton People

Cameras
$2.75
to

$89.50

Gents! We have the most complete selection

WOOD DRUG STORE
Princeton, Ky.

Dial 2075

It's As Simple As A-B-C

You can pay all
your bills with a
personal loan
from us. Then
have only ONE
place to pay and
only ONE small
payment to
make . . .
Phone or come in today.

fine perfume gifts in years . .. priced reasonab
...famous,fabulous fragrances that she'll ado
and you'll like . . . us usual, we will gift-wr
them for you.
You'll find it at . ..

OPEN TILL 8 P. I1L MONDAY-,
WEDNESDAY, AND FRIDAY
EVENINGS UNTIL CHRISTMAS,
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.

A. Figure out about how much your house and
content values have gone up since you
bought fire insurance.

Williamson Drug Co.

ormArdca CORProf_ILT4
so So a v.way.*

Phone 2026

West Market
Phone Mil
A. M. Richardson, Mgr110

Penney Employees Will
Receive Year-End Bonus
A special year-end payment of
an amount equal to two weeks'
pay for full-time associates of
the local J. C. Penney store has
been authorized by the company's
board of directors, D. M. Plymale,
manager here, announces.
The payment, he explained,
will be made to those employed
for the full year of 1951 with
proportionate amounts for extra
and part-time associates and those
employed less than a year.
All Penney associates except
management staff m ember s,
whose earnings are determined
largely by the company's profitsharing plan, will share in the
payment. It will be made on December 15 at each associate's
December 15 pay rate.

LtINEXIVCLCACAVIZICIC

surance.
1

.

.

.1

Princeton, K

1

.1"

1, 1„

_4

:V:1,711.

Call us now before disaster finds you
under-insured

PLAY SAFE - CALL US!
for gifts or

home *decorations
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 2620

Flowers add to the Christmas holiday spirit at
home and for parties. Arrange an attractive
centerpiece, display a vase of your favorite cut
flowers, or have a poinsettia or green plant
where all your family and visitors can see and
enjoy it.

The Young Men's Christian Association was founded in London
in 1844 by George Williams.

-- SEE OUR

--

MEMORIAL WREATHS
CHOICE EVERGREENS
BOXWOOD WREATHS

Have You Selected All Your

FOLI4GE PLANTS

Christmas Gifts?

A. M. HARVILL,
US

Florist & Nurseryman

HELF'

Phone 3855

YOU

Eddyville Road

We have a full line of nylon undies, the latest in hosiery.
All popular shades in gloves. Plenty of costume jewelry.
Full line of lace cloths and linen table cloths, lunch sets,

Red Front Stores

linen towels, bath towels and sets. See our Imperial crystal

CHRISTMAS TREES, Beautiful Northern Spruce, all sizes
in all Red Frant Stores

and Roseville Pottery.

—411111Lgoldlal
CEDAR
3y N CHEST

A dress, coat or suit will make a gift anybody will appreciate
Hallmark Cards, Grandma Moses, Currier & Ives, Edgar A.
Guest As Well As Other $1.00 Boxes. Also See Our Collection of Individual Xmas Cards from 5c to 35c.

FRUIT COCKTAIL, Dole,
large No. 21
/
2 can

39c

PEARS, Hunt's
No. 303 can

29

PEACHES, Sunshine in heavy syrup
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Silver River
2
No. 21
/
2 can
No. 21
27c
/
2 can
TOMATO SOUP, Phillips
101,2 oz. can

10c

VEGETABLE SOUP, Phillipc
101
/
2 oz. can

1

CHERRY CHOCOLATES, Brach's
CRANBERRY SAUCE, Ocean Spray
10
1 lb. box
49c
7 oz. can
GREEN BEANS, Arkco, cut
No. 2 can
New Shipment of

PINEAPPLE JUICE, Dole
131
/
2c
46 oz. can

TOMATO JUICE COCKTAIL, College
COUNTRY ESTATE FACIAL SOAP
49c
Inn 46 oz. can
31c
10 pbarss et
to plastic bag

View Masters
at Wood's

SOUTHERN PECANS, U. S. No. 1
FLOUR,
White
large thin shell 2 lbs. . 75c
10 lbs. plain

Ile•titiful waterfall design in rich
American Walnut. Equipped with selfrising mar.

HI HO CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb. box

34c

COFFEE, Chase & Sanborn
1 lb. can

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
BANANAS, large fancy ripe
141/2c

APPLES, Turley Winesaps, U
3 pounds .

MEAT SPECIALS
SUGAR CURED StDE BACON, 3 to
FRYERS, fresh, fully dressed
5 lb. pieces, lb.
34c
lb.
•Silt f ever 70% 34" nal cedar luartwood.
•leastffilly gelislood exteriors of matched weeds.
•Spada lee mod hinge ceestructiort seals
I Mar anima.
•Fos Meth gooses Warranty OS Every Moil

Stariatome mahogany erteriot. mtecaum
said meet- smelling red cedar interior.
Ceurrasient aelgriaing use.

$2.00

View Master

3 for $1.00

Views
essatilel hataitwe Mos Georsetiped Mob Preef Pomp

THE IDEAL GIFT FOR BOTH YOUNG AND OLD

BROWN'S
FURNITURE DEALER

FUNERAL DIRECTOR

COURTEOUS AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 3320
3515
Phone
Day

See Them At

WOOD DRUG STORE
Princeton, Ky.

1
S No29c

Is Given K. V.
in Appreciation
Work Advancing
Cultural Life
I graduated from col-

. jobs were hard to
the first opening 1
at Princeton. That was
isch began, and I can
It has not stopped,"
- the modest Butler
'land director, K. V.
he was presented
$700 from Princeton
g band concert Tueswas given by the
this community and
by Gordon Lisanby in
, of Mr. Bryant's work
the cultural and sothe community in his
we. The funds, which
under the sponsorBand-Boosters Club
band members, will
toward construction of
which the Bryants' have
.t who became director
High School Band in
with a group of 40
... players, and now
Member concert band
, among the top high
• in Kentucky. Under
, direction, the band
14 awards in the last
District Band Festival
been won by Butler
Ile each year since
. year the band has
follows: 1949, superior;
ent; 1945, superior;
nor; 1947, superior;
; 1949, superior,
'or. The Butler ,group
highly recognized at the
ents held annually
Green. Placement is
for each year: 1943, exile. superior; 1946, ex1147, superior; 1948, exIMO, superior; 1950, suthe 1949 state tournaII soloists from Butler,
Superior, and in 1950,
' 24 ranked excellent.
honors were grantButler group at the
Kentucky Band Festival
Murray in 1951. ,As a
achievement, the Butreceived first place
B bands in the Kentucky
Band contest this year.
states that the Butare preparing for the
in which three major
• scheduled for early
• District Band Pestibe held in Madisonville
the State Rand Tournd
which Butler will corn be staged in April and
to be performed by th •
Voup for the Kentuck
Association meetin,
'Louisville, is also ached
April.
d soloists are B ci
;. et and trumpet; Ron
. clarinet; Chloe An
flute; Barbara Bishop
; Tommy Bishop, trom
Boitnott. oboe; Bill.
clarinet; Marshall Eth
,* one; Brenda Filer
'lion to his multiple ban.
'• Bryant teaches Englis ,
and directs the choir o
Christian Church.
enrolled at Western Stat
College. he directed th
the R. O. T. C. Unit I
re. Mr. Bryants' horn
fly at Gary, Indian:
le1Ie. Marjory, lived i
guts, Indiana.
receiving a set of chin
hers of the band, an.
the presentation
• k to her husband, Mr
said "I feel very gratefu
however that many oth
halve worked equally
We. Since we are in th
int, what we do i, wel
but others who are n
the Public have worke
.".tt with us."
'ding an interview wit
. reporter. Mr. Bryn
Such an occasion, war
elgtress what you feel
feel very humble"

,

.n Elect
President

• lett was elected pres
: the Band-Boosters Cl
I meeting held after t
' rt Tuesday night, it
' by Thomas Wint
nt of the group.
letters are H. A. Travi
' 'ti Mrs. Thomas WI
rY; K. V. Brya
"1 And Mrs. Carter A.
Obtris will meet again

